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Every new presidential administration begins in a flurry of confusion and chaos. Secretaries require confirmation. Under-secretarial 
positions need to be filled and new policies need to be developed, all while the world continues to spin new tragedies and crises by the 
minute. As I write this editorial one month into the new Trump administration, I am struck by how a new political thesaurus is being 
written with phrases such as “fake news” and “alternative facts.” We seem to be entering an Orwellian time when deep political problems 
will be treated as inconveniences and wished away by simply calling them other than what they are. Re-naming will stand by for treat-
ment. Substance will simply become substitution. Politics enters a new moment.

This edition of Franciscan Connections revolves around something else—endurance. In his intriguing article on Franciscan hermitag-
es, Professor Jean-François Godet-Calogeras explores how the early Franciscans reinterpreted the ancient eremitical practices of contem-
plation within the new frame of fraternity. Samuel Fuller provides an intriguing look into how the art of sculpting becomes the occasion 
for Franciscan expressions of peacemaking, care of creation, and social justice. Greg Cellini revisits the practice of ‘fraternal correction’ 
and offers ways that humility opens new spaces for dialogical forms of contemporary leadership, a theme that Dabrowski takes up in his 
study of Bonaventure’s long—and perhaps undertreated—experience as leader.

Bennett, with an auto-biographical flare, suggests that what endures in what he calls our cultural “trinity of superficiality” is an au-
thenticity of the minimal: “the minimum necessary, not the maximum allowed.” Margaret Mary Kimmins suggests a ritual of prayer by 
which Franciscan endurance can be applied, even when death is knocking at the door.

McNamara and Riley provide an arc of youthful endurance. McNamara takes us into the world of Franciscan youth ministry today, 
which is not so much or not only an evangelization of youth as much as it is an evangelization by youth. New Franciscan forms of youth 
ministry are discovering the potential in seeing young people as more than passive recipients of ministry, by recognizing the alternative 
that young adults hunger to minister and serve as intention disciples. This leaves Dan Riley to testify to Murray Bodo’s long life of en-
gaging Franciscan writing and witness as an enduring capacity for Franciscan joy.

Many have marveled at Franciscan endurance. How are we still around? Franciscans are a mixed lot of lively characters and disparate 
projects. We are far from regimented and we have an uncanny ability to build things up, tear them down, and start over. Our itinerancy 
makes us itchy innovators. And yet, something endures through it all; it appears to be because of an alternative fact, the one that Jesus 
pronounced once and for all. By his Cross and Resurrection, the world has been turned upside down and its values have been turned 
inside out. The poor are raised up and the mighty are brought low. The power of self-sacrificing love endures as the method of inversion 
whereby solitude is turned into fraternity, correction into courage, and minimalism into abundance. Franciscanism endures in the mysti-
cal dynamism of paradox and, as Ewert Cousins once taught, the profound irony of the coincidence of opposites. 
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Saint Clare: Sister, Mother, Leader
By Margaret Mary Kimmins, OSF

fter making a pilgrimage to Assisi with our health 
care personnel a few years ago and visiting San 
Damiano, my interest was piqued, once again, 
to look at the person Clare. Quietly and simply, 

she was contemplative, a leader, and a sister/mother. These roles are 
not separated but integrated. I believe it is the “how” of being that 
distinguishes all of us and becomes our identity as a person. Clare’s 
“how” of being was exemplary. She loved God above all else! She 
did not dominate nor control; she invited her sisters to participate 
in decision making; elicited their ideas and advice and honored that; 
she served them and even though they were confined, they were free. 
I selected three qualities that I see in the person of Clare: freedom, 
sister/mother, and love of God, and I have chosen to focus on them 
via storytelling.

Freedom

Before embarking on a trip to Assisi to attend the Union of 
Superiors General (UISG), I told the sisters I would pray for each 
one of them. Sitting on the hard chair in the Portiuncula, using the 
Congregational directory, I dutifully began to pray. I began with those 
whose surnames began with an “A.” My initial prayer was “God bless 
(name).” After praying this prayer for seven or eight sisters, I realized 
this did not feel right. I stopped and spoke to God saying, “Reveal 
your desire for us, for each of us.” My spirit quieted down, and I started 
again at the beginning which I believe is God’s desire for all of us. 
“God bless (name) and make her free!” I prayed this for each member 
of our congregation, including myself. I believe Clare heard a similar 
message for she freed her sisters to be who God created them to be.

Sister/Mother

Clare definitely lived her life as sister/mother. She did not 
consider herself above her sisters, but she was one with them. She did 
not want a hierarchical title but rather a relationship. She did not covet 
acclaim but wished to serve in the truest sense of the meaning of the 
word service. 

A young woman came into my office to be interviewed to be 
admitted to candidacy. I had seen her at mass that morning but had 
not met her. At that time, she wore a blue dress. When she arrived to 
see me, she had on a different outfit. In the course of the conversation, 
I became distracted. Lest I continue the distraction, I asked her if she 
had changed her clothing since I saw her at mass. It had me bewildered!

She responded, “Yes.” I asked her why she did that because she 
looked fine two hours before. She smiled and said because she was 
having an interview with the general minister, an important person, 
and she wanted to be sure she dressed well. I was taken aback. My 
reply was, “I am general minister for a time, but I will always be your 
sister.”

Being sister/mother is a relationship of love. It is a relationship 
of mutuality, equality, and belief in the dignity of each person. Clare 
exemplified this by her service to and her love of and for her sisters. 

Love of God

We read over and over again that the love of God, above all else, 
occupied the mind and heart of Clare.

 Recently, one of our sisters who was dying called for the local 
sisters to visit her one again to witness her anointing. We sang the 
“Blessing of St. Francis.” Each sister approached her to thank her for 
whatever was the gift she had been for them. When I talked with her 
that night, her mind was clear and her spirit serene. She said that she 
hoped God would speed up this process. She had done what was hers 
to do. In my heart, I marveled at her desire, probably because she was 
so coherent, so peaceful, and yet, also wanting to die. When I told her 
that she seemed so calm about this journey ahead of her, she replied, 
“This is the purpose of my life. I have waited for this moment to be 
with God forever.”

There are so many other attributes of Clare—her courage, her 
steadfastness, her light, her belief in her sisters, her joy, her calm, and 
her peace. However, her manner of being a liberator to her sisters and 
her service to all bespeaks of Clare’s deep love of God.

We, who have been called to leadership, are privileged to serve. 
We have an exemplar of the Christ in Clare. In sharing these stories, 
I hope that I have given some insight, assuring us, that through our 
lives and our way of being we, too, can exemplify how to live in the 
Franciscan Clarian manner.

Margaret Mary Kimmins, OSF is general min-
ister of the Franciscan Sisters of Allegany. She 
holds two Masters' degrees from St. Bonaventure 
University, one in Administration and Counseling 
and one in Sacred Sciences. She has worked as 
Catholic Outreach Coordinator at Bread for the 
World and Director of Social Justice for the Dio-
cese of Scranton.
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International News
In late November, approximately 800 general 
treasurers of religious communities and 
their coworkers gathered at the Pontificium 
Athenaeum Antonianum in Rome for 
a three-day conference on rethinking 
their finances in fidelity to each institute’s 
charism. The gathering was organized by the 
Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated 
Life and Societies of Apostolic Life and 
offered simultaneous interpretation in five 
languages.

In his message for this meeting, Pope 
Francis emphasized the need for men 
and women religious to ensure that they 
remain faithful to their charisms and point 
others to the reign of God. Fidelity requires 
serious discernment about how a particular 
work reflects the charism of the sponsoring 
institute. Greater collaboration within and 
among institutes may be needed. Each 
member needs to be ready for a responsible 
austerity.

“Make a Dwelling” is the theme of the 
IFC-TOR general assembly to be held at the 
Domus Pacis outside Assisi between May 7 
and 13, 2017.

Friar Alessandro of Assisi’s OFM 
province has recorded a concert that 
will be broadcast on PBS stations in the 
United States in March. Backed by the 
Chamber Orchestra of Perugia, the Choir of 
the Basilica of St. Francis, and a local children’s 
choir, Friar Alessandro sings selections from 
his previous CDs: Voice from Assisi, Voice of Joy, 
and Voice of Peace. The concert was recorded 
last November in the Upper Basilica of 
St.Francis in Assisi.

Marcin Tkaczyk, OFM Conv., pro-rector 
of Lublin, Poland’s Catholic University 
for Science and International Relations, 
received the 2016 Science Award of Lublin 
(sometimes called the “Lublin Nobel”) for 
his book Futura Contingentia about issues 
relating to random future events. 

Since 1980, Raneiro Cantalemessa, 
OFM Cap. has preached on the Fridays of 
Advent and Lent to the pope and the papal 
household, his closest coworkers. “Let us 
drink the sober intoxication of the Spirit” 
was the overall title of his Advent 2016 
series. Full texts are available via a link at 
www.ofmcap.org. 

The November 2016 issue of San Francesco 
(Basilica of St. Francis in Assisi) contains 
an article regarding 13 movies about St. 
Francis made between 1911 and 2016. The 
article summarizes the approaches of these 
films and includes interviews with Franco 
Zeffirelli(Brother Sun, Sister Moon) and 
Lilliana Cavani (1966 and 1989 movies, as 
well as a 2014 miniseries).

The Order of Friars Minor will hold a 
plenary council in Nairobi, Kenya in June 
2018.

The four male ministers general, their 
councils, and friars working in their general 
houses in Rome (over 250 friars in all) met 
last October at the International College of 
St. Lawrence of Brindisi.

“Francis of Assisi: A Man Transformed in 
Prayer” is the title of last October’s circular 
letter from Minister General Mauro Johri, 
OFM Cap.

Minister General Michael Perry, OFM 
and Francesco Patton, OFM (Custos of 
the Holy Land) have asked their confreres 
around the world to offer special prayers for 
peace on the first Sunday of every month 
at parish children’s Masses and in youth 
ministry programs. “Please remember to 
always explain to the children that this 
prayer is being done in communion with 
children worldwide who are praying for 
peace, and specifically for peace in Aleppo 
and Syria. St. Francis Parish in Aleppo has 
a Facebook page.

The Franciscan International Study Centre 
in Canterbury, England will close at the end 
of June 2017 after 46 years of service.

“In the Margins of Society” is the theme 
of Propositum 2017. The International 
Franciscan Conference is publishing two 
issues with articles on this theme (December 
2016 and February 2017).

At saintanthonyofpadua.net, Father Mario 
Conte, OFM Conv., editor of Padua’s 
Messenger of Saint Anthony, has meditations 
in English about St. Anthony’s life and 
teachings.

In front of the Franciscan Peace Center 
in Seoul stands a statue memorializing one 
of the thousands of Korean women forced 
by the Japanese during World War II into 
military prostitution. Two female high 
school students organized the project to erect 
this statue, financing it by selling badges of 
a butterfly (symbol of transformation). A 
photo and explanation by Jerry Bleem, OFM, 
a teacher at the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago, appeared in the February issue of 
U.S. Catholic.

In late December and early January, the 
Franciscan Pilgrimage Program (FPP) 
brought 37 students from two Wisconsin and 
Minnesota high schools (one not formally 
affiliated with the Franciscans) to Assisi and 
Rome; FPP also brought 25 students from 
eight AFCU schools and Duke University. 
They will have a May pilgrimage for AFCU 
faculty and staff and two other pilgrimages 
in 2017 for Franciscan high schools in 
California and Ohio. Every other year they 
also organize a pilgrimage for a Milwaukee 
high school that has no formal Franciscan 
connection.

Key websites
www.ifc-tor.org

www.ofm.org
www.ofmconv.net
www.ofmcap.org

www.francescanitor.org
www.fiop.org

www.sanfrancesco.org
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National News
The seven OFM provinces in the 
United States are involved in a plan for 
reconfiguration and renewal. As part 
of this, heads of offices are meeting to 
consider the feasibility of national offices 
for vocations, initial formation, ongoing 
formation, senior friars, assistance to Secular 
Franciscan fraternities, mission animation, 
communications, development, as well as 
justice, peace, and the care for creation. These 
meetings are promoting greater interprovincial 
collaboration.

Five of the seven O.F.M provinces in the 
U.S. are having a regular chapter this May or 
June. Those provincial ministers have agreed 
to invite three friars from each of the other 
provinces to observe the first two days of 
their chapter and engage in dialogue about 
realignment and renewal. Each province will 
have a special meeting in May 2018 to vote on 
its involvement in further planning.

“Bonaventure’s Journey into God: Franciscan 
Inspiration for the 21st Century” is the theme 
of the Annual Federation Conference to 
be held in Buffalo ( June 16-19). Speaking 
on this theme will be Joanne Schatzlein, OSF, 
Andre Cirino, OFM and Josef Raischl, OFS

A Brothers Symposium will be held on 
March 25 at DeBartolo Hall on the campus 
of the University of Notre Dame outside 
South Bend, IN. Contact mnovelly@cmsm.
org for further information. Other sponsors 
include the Religious Brothers Conference, 
the Religious Formation Conference, the 
National Religious Vocations Conference, and 
the Brothers Think Tank.

Eight more issues of “Custodians of the 
Tradition: Reclaiming the Franciscan 
Intellectual Tradition” have been published by 
the Franciscan Intellectual Tradition team and 
are available at 
www.franciscantradition.org and 
www.franciscancollegesanduniversities.org. 
Contributors to this series of four-page articles 
include Franciscan sisters Elia Delio (two 
issues), Dawn Nothwehr, Michael Higgins, 
T.O.R., Raoul Manselli,, and three OFMs 

(Edward Coughlin, William Short, Eloi 
Leclerc). The Lecleric and Manselli articles 
were synthesized by Teresina Glaser, OSF and 
Norman Rocklage, OSF, respectively, from 
previously published materials.

Topics include concerns about the Franciscan 
Intellectual Tradition, insights from the 
Franciscan tradition for the value-centered life, 
spirituality and Christology, the Franciscan 
view of the human person, a Franciscan view 
of creation, explaining our hope, returning to 
the Gospel, and the spirituality of St. Francis. 
RuahMedia.org offers 21 DVDs on the 
Franciscan Intellectual Tradition.

Students from St. Anthony’s High School 
(Long Island) and St. Francis College 
(Brooklyn) joined with the Franciscan 
Brothers of Brooklyn to works at the C.H.i.P.S 
(Community Help in Park Slope) soup 
kitchen and shelter last October 29.

Doctor Dennis DePerro begins June 1 
as the 21st president of St. Bonaventure 
University. Since 2013 he served as dean of 
the Purcell School of Professional Studies at 
Le Moyne College in Syracuse and for 18 years 
before that was vice president for enrollment 
management. Previously he had served in 
administration at Canisius College and later 
at Marietta College. DePerro is a graduate of 
Buffalo’s Bishop Timon High School where 
friars from the Holy Name OFM province 
once taught.

“Franciscan Spirit News,” a free newsletter 
from the Sisters of St. Francis of the Neumann 
Communities (Syracuse, NY), contains stories 
about community members and initiatives 
by sisters and associates. It also promotes 
upcoming events.

Father Augustus Tolton (1854-97), the first 
U.S. priest of acknowledged 
African American descent, 
was exhumed last December 
in Quincy, Illinois; he was 
then reinterred in the original 
grave but with a new casket, 
alb, and vestments. Father 
Tolton was a friend of the 
OFM friars there, studied 

with them, pastored a parish in that city and 
later one in Chicago. The Archdiocese of 
Chicago introduced his cause for beatification 
in 2011; its auxiliary bishop Joseph N. Perry is 
postulator for the cause. 

A video of “A Franciscan Response to 
Racism and Fear of the ‘Other’ in Today’s 
World,” Dan Horan, OFM’s address at 
St. Francis University in Loretto, PA last 
September, is available in the Resource section 
of the AFCU website. 

Sister Marie Lucey, OSF and Jacek 
Orzechoswki, OFM were honored by 
Pax Christ USA as Peacemakers of the 
Year last December. Sister Marie is director 
of advocacy and member relations for the 
Franciscan Action Network (FAN). Jacek, 
one of FAN’s board members, has led eight 
pilgrimages for the Holy Land Christian 
Ecumenical Foundation. He has also worked 
tirelessly on immigrant and environmental 
issues.

The Conventual Conference of the U.S., 
Canada, Australia, and Great Britain has a 
common novitiate in Arroyo Grande, CA. 
The conference is collaborating on all levels of 
formation.

The School of Franciscan Studies at St. 
Bonaventure University will host a July 12-
15 conference on St. Bonaventure as a friar, 
teacher, minister and bishop.

Key websites

www.poorclaresosc.org
www.franfed.org
www.escofm.org
www.franciscancollegesuniversities.org
www.FranciscanHealth.org 
www.RuahMedia.org
www.franciscanpilgrimages.com

Roundtable

Pat McCloskey, OFM, the author of 
Peace and Good: Through the Year  
with Francis of Assisi (Franciscan Media).  
Send news items for this column to  
pmccloskey@FranciscanMedia.org. He 
serves as Franciscan Editor of St. Anthony 
Messenger and writes its “Dear Reader;” 
and “Ask a Franciscan” columns. He also 
edits Weekday Homily Helps.
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It’s fallen out of fashion to call Bonaventure of Ba-
gnoregio the “second founder” of the Franciscans. 
Yet, Bonaventure’s day-to-day job as a profession-
al administrator can offer some of the same lessons 

taught in any of today’s top business schools. Bonaventure’s 
humble personal style, his focus on the the order’s top priori-
ties, and his great skill as a communicator make him not only 
a fine example of management—but a saint as well.

Bonaventure lived as a 13th-century Franciscan, but it 
doesn’t mean modern leaders have nothing in common with 
his career. Management scholars have published more than 
100studies over the past 20 years examining values like humil-
ity, reflection, and care for others in the leadership context.1 
Jim Collins, the author of the Good To Great management 
books, singled out humility, along with resolve, as the chief 
characteristics of America’s most effective businesspeople.2 
Robert Greenleaf ’s popular “servant leadership” philosophy 
was originally printed by a Catholic publisher, and its concepts 
have even been extended to St. Francis of Assisi himself.3

Bonaventure (1221-1274) is remembered as a great scho-
lastic philosopher and doctor of the Church. But he spent most 
of his adult career, not in the academy, but as the professional 
leader of the Franciscan order and cardinal archbishop. His 
most noted philosophical works were all completed before the 
age of 35, with some noteworthy exceptions. After his election 
as minister general in 1257, he would spend the remaining 17 
years of his life in senior leadership roles.4

In this, Bonaventure’s career makes him unique among 
medieval saints. The standard for medieval holiness—St. Fran-
cis included—was a reputation for wonder working: a holy life 
of miracles and supernatural events. Even “intellectual” saints, 
like St. Thomas Aquinas, had stories about special cures and 
angelic visitations in circulation while they were still alive.5

By contrast, Bonaventure is a saint whose day job revolved 
around tasks familiar to many of us: getting the latest manu-
script out the door guiding subordinates, mediating disputes 
with outside organizations, even writing thank-you notes to 
financial donors.

Leadership and the Saints

Leadership is an explicit gift of the Spirit (1 Cor. 12:28). 
So it ’s not surprising that many popes, founders, and builders 

1 Reave, Laura. “Spiritual Values and Practices Related to Leadership Effec-
tiveness.” Leadership Quarterly 16, no. 5 (2005): 655-87. 

2 Collins, James. “Level 5 Leadership. The Triumph of Humility and Fierce 
Resolve.” Harvard Business Review, January 2001.

3 Greenleaf, Robert K. Servant Leadership. New York: Paulist Press, 1977. 
Koch, Carl. Leading like Francis: Building God’s House. Hyde Park, N.Y.: New City 
Press, 2014.

4 Here I follow Hammond’s closely-read chronology, which places Bonaven-
ture’s birth in 1221. Hammond, Jay M. “Dating Bonaventure’s Inception as Regent 
Master.” Franciscan Studies 67, no. 1 (2009): 179-226.

5 Vauchez, Andre ́. Sainthood in the Later Middle Ages. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005. He deals specifically with Aquinas and Bonaventure’s cases 
in Vauchez, André. “The Canonizations of St. Thomas and St. Bonaventure: Why a 
Two-Century Gap Between Them?” Greyfriars Review 12, no. 2: 193-210.

have been canonized as saints over the centuries. Yet, among 
the many Franciscans raised to the altars, few served in senior 
leadership roles during their lifetime. After Francis and Clare 
themselves, only two Franciscan saints were ever major supe-
riors: St. Lawrence of Brindisi, the Capuchin of the Count-
er-Reformation era, and Bonaventure.

Bonafied sanctity is no guarantee of good leadership. For 
example, Frederick Jones’ modern biography of St. Alphonsus 
Liguori paints the founder of Redemptorists as a gifted con-
fessor, missioner, and spiritual writer—but a basket case of 
an administrator. Alphonsus would reserve decisions to him-
self that would more wisely be made by others, entrust key 
tasks to double-dealing colleagues, and fall victim to scruples 
serious enough to disrupt congregation business. More than 
once, these behaviors nearly led royal and Vatican officials to 
suppress the order. The Redemptorists would be saved, not 
necessarily through Alphonsus’ piety, but by his social status 
and connections as a member of the Neapolitan aristocracy.6

Bonaventure’s Personal Style

Bonaventure had a different style than Alphonsus. In his 
chronicle, Salimbene tells a story about Bonaventure’s rela-
tionship to Mark of Montefeltro, his socius, or companion, un-
der the Franciscan “buddy system”:

[W]henever Brother Bonaventure, the Minister Gen-
eral, had to preach to the clergy, Brother Mark would 
go to him and say, “You are merely a hired servant, 
and on another occasion when you preached, you 
didn’t even know what to say, and I hope the same 
thing happens to you today.” Brother Mark said this, 
however, to stimulate him to preach better…

And he loved Brother Bonaventure, the Minister 
General, so much that whenever, after Bonaventure’s 
death, he remembered his great writings or all his fine 
qualities, he would burst into tears from the sweetness 
of the memory, as we read of St. Peter or Christ… 
Furthermore, Brother Mark wrote down all of Broth-
er Bonaventure’s sermons and wished to have them 
for himself.

Salimbene continues with a list of reasons why Bonaven-
ture appreciated this gentle chiding; Mark’s words helped him 
stay humble and have “better foresight.”7

This vivid text provides us with one of the finest sur-
viving anecdotes of Bonaventure’s life. It ’s also a window on 
Bonaventure’s relationship to his Franciscan brothers. Mark 
wasn’t only Bonaventure’s socius. He was a long-time friar and 
had been companion to the previous two ministers generals, 
placing him in the order’s highest circles for a decade. He was 
probably older than Bonaventure as well; Salimbene says he 

6 Jones, Frederick M. Alphonsus de Liguori: The Saint of Bourbon Naples, 1696-
1787. Westminster, Md.: Christian Classics, 1992.

7 Salimbene. The Chronicle of Salimbene De Adam. trans. Joseph L. Baird, et al. 
Binghamton, N.Y.: Medieval & Renaissance Texts & Studies, 1986: 308.

Leadership Lessons of St. Bonaventure 
By Matt Dabrowski
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The Foster Center for Responsible Leadership, estab-
lished in 2016, strives to educate and inspire leaders in busi-
ness and society who embrace the Catholic Franciscan values 
that have guided St. Bonaventure University since its found-
ing in 1858.

The center seeks to ensure that St. Bonaventure students 
have the opportunity to develop as responsible leaders with 
grounding in our distinctive Franciscan values.

The center promotes cross-discipline scholarship in the 
Franciscan intellectual tradition, with a particular focus on its 
application to issues of responsible leadership. It strives to in-
tegrate Franciscan values with business and civic leadership.

In November 2016, the Foster Center held it's first event, 
Establishing Personal Ethics Early in a Career by Alfonzo Al-
exander, chief relationship officer of the National Association 
of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) and president of 
NASBA’s Center for the Public Trust (CPT),.

He shared insight on the benefits of setting personal ethi-
cal standards and examples of the pitfalls related to the neglect 
of ethical considerations.

He was "an ideal first speaker," particularly for a center 
committed to helping students establish and strengthen their 
ethical consciousness, said Dr. Matrecia James, dean of the 
School of Business. "He shared keen insights on the benefits 
of setting personal ethical standards and provided examples of 
the pitfalls related to not doing so."

The 2017 Spring Leadership panel discussion, in partner-
ship with the School of Franciscan Studies, presents four dis-
tinguished panelists for a discussion of the "Business Practices 
of the Economy of Communion."

The Economy of Communion (EoC) was started in 1991 
by Chiara Lubich, founder of the Focolare Movement, fol-
lowing her visit to Brazil. It was an active response to the very 
real social problems and imbalanced economy she found in the 
South American nation.

Made up of some 860 businesses in more than 50 coun-
tries, the EoC promotes a culture of giving and social jus-
tice through businesses that embrace the values of universal 
brotherhood. The proposal made to businesses was primarily 

to share profits, and to have a different organizational dynam-
ic based on sharing and fraternity.

Today, hundreds of businesses across the world are in-
spired by the EoC, basing their management style on fraterni-
ty, and sharing the riches produced. The EoC draws entrepre-
neurs, workers, directors, consumers, savers, citizens, scholars, 
economists, all committed, at various levels, to promoting a 
practice and an economic culture imprinted on communion, 
gratuity and reciprocity.

This new economic culture intends to favor a new concep-
tion of economic behavior, not only utilitarianistic, but aimed 
at the integral and supportive promotion of the person and of 
society.

The panelists include: 

Nicola "Nick" Sanna, CEO of the cyber risk manage-
ment firm RiskLens, and social entrepreneur;

John Mundell, president and CEO of Mundell & As-
sociates, an earth science, environmental and water resources 
consulting firm; part of the EoC network of companies;

Fr. David Couturier, O.F.M., Cap., dean of St. Bonaven-
ture's School of Franciscan Studies and co-chair of the Uni-
versity Planning Commission;

Dr. John Gallagher, professor of management at 
Maryville College, Maryville, Tenn., and a former corporate 
executive and consultant.

St. Bonaventure University on Leadership
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died in 1284 and “lived for a long time,” and Bonaventure 
would only be 63 had he lived to the same year.8

This self-effacing personal touch, one that inspired affec-
tion for their young leader even in experienced friars, appears 
in most sources on Bonaventure’s life.

In one story, Pope Gregory X appoints Bonaventure as 
cardinal and sends him the red hat, the sign of his new office. 
The papal messenger arrives to find the saint in the friary 
kitchen. Bonaventure tells the man to leave the red hat hang-
ing on a tree outside—until he can finish doing the dishes.9

In another, as Bonaventure makes his way to a chap-
ter meeting in Assisi, a brother tries to pigeonhole him for 
some desperate spiritual advice. Bonaventure’s companions 
complain that the minister general is much too busy for such 
distractions. But Bonaventure waves them off, perhaps chan-
neling Robert Greenleaf as he says, “I am the minister and 
servant—the poor Brother my lord and master. I being the 
servant should obey the will of my master, and solace the mis-
ery of that poor sufferer.”10 

In these vignettes, we can see in Bonaventure’s day-to-day 
leadership; the same kind of humility and “heart” that is so 
often recognized in his philosophical works.

Bonaventure’s Agenda

Bonaventure’s challenge upon election as minister general 
was essentially one of personnel. The friars were the great-
est “startup” of the Middle Ages, an agent of what Harvard 
Business School professor Clayton Christensen calls “disrup-
tive innovation.”11 By 1250, only 25 years after Francis’s death, 
the Franciscans numberer more than 30,000, spread over hun-
dreds of houses in dozens of provinces across Europe and the 
Mediterranean. 

Like any Silicon Valley success story, our medieval start-
up had to manage great organizational change. There was no 
common standard for what it meant to be a Franciscan friar. 
Several sets of legislation and Francis legends were in circu-
lation around the order.12 New friars were not formed in any 
kind of homogenous way, and some were undisciplined to the 
point of scandal. Bonaventure focused on personnel in his first 
encyclical letter to the order:

“To be sure, there are many who are totally blameless in 
these matters; nevertheless, as long as the guilty parties 
are not restrained by those who are innocent, all of us are 
implicated in this sorry situation. It is obvious that the 
abuses which I have just mentioned are inflicting severe 
damage on the Order and cannot be glossed over.”13

8 Salimbene, 308. Bonaventure’s age here also follows Hammond’s chronol-
ogy. It’s notable that a number of figures in the early Franciscan movement lived 
very long lives: Bl. Giles of Assisi lived to be at least 70, and Bl. John of Parma was 
at least 80.

9 Costelloe, Laurence. Saint Bonaventure. London: Longmans, Green, 1911: 
72. The story is mentioned in Butler’s Lives and comes from Wadding, Annales 
Minorum, tom. 4 (1273), 13.

10 Costelloe, 69-70. The story comes from Wadding, Annales Minorum, tom. 
4 (1269), 5.

11 Christensen, Clayton M. et al. “What Is Disruptive Innovation?” Harvard 
Business Review, December 2015.

12 Brooke, Rosalind. Early Franciscan Government. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1959. On competing lives, Johnson, Timothy J. “The Legenda Mi-
nor.” In A Companion to Bonaventure, edited by Jay M. Hammond et al. Boston: 
Brill, 2014: 439-40.

13 Bonaventure. Writings Concerning the Order, vol. 5 of Works of St. Bonaven-

Peter Drucker, the famed management writer, said that 
effective executives ask two questions of their stakeholders: 
“What needs to be done?” and “What’s right for the enter-
prise?”14 Bonaventure did the same. Immediately upon being 
elected general in 1257, the general chapter asked him to 
collect all the rules and regulations governing the order and 
compile them into a single set of legislation. The young leader 
took this as his first major undertaking.

Bonaventure’s work became known as the Constitutions 
of Narbonne, and he presented them to the general chapter for 
approval three years later. He collected the various laws and 
cleverly organized them thematically along the same lines as 
the Rule. Bonaventure’s chief innovation in the Constitutions 
was notably a personnel matter: he instituted a year of forma-
tion before a candidate could be fully accepted into the order.

The chapter quickly approved Bonaventure’s constitutions 
and made another request: write a definitive life of St. Francis, 
to supplement the varied and competing images of the found-
er in circulation around the order. Their request was two-fold, 
first for a general hagiography of the saint, and second a short-
er life for liturgical use. 

These became the Legenda Major and Legenda Minor, 
respectively. Bonaventure presented his work to the general 
chapter in Pisa in 1263. Three years later, the friars directed 
that Bonaventure’s Legend would be the definitive one for use 
by the order.

By 1266, then, for the first time, the friars had one set 
of rules for governance and conduct, one official story about 
their founder, and one official Francis legend for liturgical use. 

For Drucker, effective executives needed to back up their 
agenda with explicit action plans for its implementation. 
Bonaventure concurred, and instituted a rigorous schedule of 
visitations of every house in the order.

Bonaventure as Communicator

Drucker wrote that effective executives take responsibili-
ty for communication, both with their peers and their subor-
dinates. This is entirely different model from the dominant 
management style in medieval times, where the boss simply 
issues orders. Drucker’s managers use communication to set 
priorities, to provide correction, and to bring colleagues along 
by keeping them in the loop.15 So did Bonaventure.

One of the best educated young people of his era, 
Bonaventure was known as a superb Latin stylist and an ex-
cellent preacher.16 Based around Paris, Bonaventure was famil-
iar with the French royal family and gave sermons in front of 
King Louis IX, later St. Louis, no less than once every eight 
months.17

As minister general, Bonaventure worked in all the major 
genres of religious communication in his day: sermon com-
pendiums, instructional handbooks, devotional literature, and 
encyclicals. Most of his works were for the express educational 

ture. trans. Dominic Monti. St. Bonaventure, N.Y.: Franciscan Institute Publica-
tions, 1994: 60.

14 Drucker, Peter. “What Makes An Effective Executive.” Harvard Business 
Review, June 2004.

15 Drucker.
16 Karris, Robert J. “St. Bonaventure as Biblical Interpreter.” Franciscan Stud-

ies 60 (2002): 159-206.
17 Little, Lester K. “Saint Louis’ Involvement With The Friars.” Church His-

tory 33, no. 2 (1964): 130.
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use of the friars or of related religious congregations like the 
Longchamp sisters. This was the context of works that are 
still popular today, like the Itinerarium and Holiness of Life 
(De perfectione vitae ad sorores). 

Bonaventure used the written word to admonish and in-
struct. He attacked specific abuses in his encyclicals and sug-
gested guidelines for postulants. He was also a ready defender 
of the great animating value of evangelical poverty.

The bulk of one volume of the Quaracchi edition is ded-
icated to Bonaventure’s day-to-day organizational demands. 
This includes orders to provincial ministers, comments, and 
explications on the Rule, the setting of boundary lines be-
tween various provinces and jurisdictions, and even Bonaven-
ture’s assent to what amounts to land deals negotiated with 
the secular clergy.18 After the Quaracchi edition was com-
piled, scholars have discovered more manuscripts along these 
lines, including friendly acknowledgements to the order’s 
benefactors.19

As much as Bonaventure was a writer, he also com-
municated in person. He was a constant traveler, spending 
only three full years in Paris out of the 16 he was minis-
ter general. He made major trips nearly every year, often 
to Rome and the Franciscan heartland in Umbria, but also 
to Normandy, Provence, Lombardy, Germany, and Spain.20 

Leadership Lessons

Bonaventure’s career provides a unique example, not 
only of Franciscan management, but sainthood in the con-
text of leadership. Rising to authority at the young age of 35, 
Bonaventure nonetheless won the respect of the friars and 
their affection as well. They re-elected him no fewer than five 
times as minister general, which even 800 years later remains 
one of the longest tenures in the leadership of any branch of 
the First Order.21 

Bonaventure was the type of effective executive that man-
agement gurus, like Drucker, could recognize and approve of. 
Among the leadership lessons that can be drawn from his 
career are:

Leaders have a personal touch. Bonaventure was an affable 
and approachable superior. As shown in the story of Mark of 
Montefeltro, he was driven to do his best and was also open 
to constructive criticism given in good will.

Leaders set the agenda. Bonaventure tackled the organiza-
tion’s most serious challenges head on, in collaboration with 
his stakeholders in the general chapter. Realizing the order’s 
chief risk was a lack of discipline; his top priority for over a 
decade was to standardize observance, formation and liturgy, 
and to put in place structures to promote adherence to reg-
ulations. 

Leaders communicate. Bonaventure had a particular tal-
ent with language. Through writing, preaching, and personal 

18 Bonaventure. Opera Omnia vol. 8. Quarrachi, 1889. As the friars expanded 
their pastoral role across Europe in the 13th Century, they frequently ran into con-
flict with the pre-existing parish system. The successful resolution of these disputes 
required tactful divisions of labor as far as from which locations the friars would 
operate.

19 Bonaventure, Writings Concerning the Order, contains three such letters 
uncovered after the Quaracchi edition was published.

20 Bougerol, Jacques. Introduction to the Works of Bonaventure, trans. Jose ́ de 
Vinck. Paterson, N.J.: St. Anthony Guild Press, 1964: 172–177.

21 Monti, “Bonaventure as Minister General,” 562.

Matt Dabrowski was an analyst in the equity 
research department at Citigroup Global Markets 
in New York. He is a graduate of St. Bonaventure 
University.

visits, he used this talent to instruct and admonish his col-
leagues and to guide the order’s affairs. Of course religious 
organizations don’t operate by regulations alone, so he also 
promoted the friars’ spiritual development with works like the 
Itinerarium.

Since Bonaventure was a man of the working world, our 
lives aren’t as foreign to his as 800 years might imply. Certain-
ly Bonaventure understood the sentiments of our own times, 
as he once begged in a manuscript:

Where I do not come up to your expectations, pardon 
me, and put my shortcomings down, please, to lack of 
time and stress of business.22

22 Bonaventure. Holiness of Life. London: Catholic Way Publishing, 2013: 2.

For more information or to register, call or go to our website

710 Highland Dr.; Danville, CA  925-837-9141
Visit us at www.sandamiano.org and on Facebook

Select Retreats

• April 13–16 
Holy Week Retreat with friars and staff of San Damiano

• April 23–27
Working Retreat with Fr. Thomas Hartle, OFM

• June 4–9
Silent Contemplative Retreat with Sr. Ishpriya

• July 23–28
Growing into the Cosmic Christ (Silent Contemplative 
Retreat) with Fr. Michael Crosby, OFM Cap

• September 8–10
Finding Our Way Home with Paula D’Arcy

• September 15–17
Entering the Cave of the Heart with Fr. Michael Fish, OSB Cam

Hermitage Experience
San Damiano has 2 guest suites available 
for Franciscans for $300/week.  
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It’s 11 a.m., and in 15 minutes I’m due to begin Mass 
for the Feast of Saint Francis for over 700 staff and 
pupils of St. Francis College, Rochestown in County 
Cork, Ireland. I’ve 15 minutes to decide what I am 

going to use as my homily. I’d been working or two or three 
approaches over the week but couldn’t settle on any of them. 
I had been appointed as Chaplain to the school following our 
Provincial Chapter in June 2016. It was my first appointment 
following Ordination, and it was my first opportunity to make 
an impression on the entire school body. They didn’t know me, 
and I certainly didn’t know them. What could I say that would 
connect with these young people? Just before mass began, I de-
cided that there was really only one thing to tell them: How the 
story of St. Francis lead me to the point that I am standing in 
front of them as a Capuchin Franciscan Friar. 

In the days following the mass, I began to hear from the 
teachers how much my story impacted the students. Something 
in that story took them by surprise. You see, I told them about 
my life before I became a friar. I told them that I had a suc-
cessful career in the business world and enjoyed many of the 
trappings associated with it: designer suits, hand-made shirts 
from London, expensive holidays, the ability to eat out in good 
restaurants most nights and to go to whatever festivals and con-
certs I liked. I had it good. I lived what seemed to be a full and 
successful life, yet something was missing. No matter how much 
stuff I had or did, it didn’t make me happy. My life was full, yet 
not fulfilled.

When I encountered the story of St. Francis for the first 
time as an adult, much of it resonated with me. Here was a man 
who seemed to have it all yet gave it all up to follow a path of 
greater authenticity. I wanted that too. I remember the very day 
that this penny dropped for me. I was going into the building 
where I worked, as I did every morning, and as I put my hand 
on the door, I remember saying to myself, ‘I can’t do this until 
I retire.’ Bang! Where did that come from? At the time I was 
working as a Learning and Development Specialist, I was in a 
long-term relationship, and I had the potential to ‘go places.’ 
Yet, I wasn’t really going anywhere. As U2 once sang, “I was 
running to stand-still.” 

The more I read about St. Francis, the more I wanted to 
know. His story was seductive; it excited me and ignited my 
imagination. His story told me that the pursuit of greater au-
thenticity was possible, even for me. And something in my story 
seemed to excite and ignite the imaginations of the staff and 
students as well. “Why would you do that?’ they asked. It was a 
good question. Why would anybody do that? Why would some-
one ‘give up’ their possessions, freedom, and intimate relation-
ships in exchange for a habit, cord, and three vows that seem to 
contradict all that society tells us we should be? Let me try to 
answer these questions by fast-forwarding a little. 

Last Christmas, I was spending some time with a friend of 
mine, and as usual, we were trying to find something interesting 
to watch on television. “Here’s a documentary on minimalism, 
will we give it a go?” “Sure,” I said. At one point during the 
documentary, my friend asked, “What do you think of it?” “This 

is our life,” I said. “All of this is in our Capuchin Constitutions! 
It’s something I’ve been thinking about a lot recently.” The doc-
umentary was paused as I explained that we have a maxim in our 
Constitutions that states, “The minimum necessary and not the 
maximum allowable.” It is a maxim that encourages us to live 
our lives in a reasonable and responsible way and aims to free us 
from attachments to “things.” 

The “minimalist movement” is popular and growing. It 
seems to speak to something deep inside the human person 
by offering an alternative to a life cluttered with unnecessary 
stuff by offering greater simplicity in a world of complexity, 
depth in a world of superficiality, and authenticity in a world 
of virtual interactions and casual connections. In many ways 
it seems to offer a fuller, yet less-cluttered, life. I can identify 
with that. Even as a Capuchin Friar, who has a specific access 
to a ‘minimum necessary’ approach, my life is often complex, 
cluttered, and casual. This just goes to prove that we often-
times search outside for ways that will lead us to greater au-
thenticity and happiness while overlooking the path that we 
are already standing on. 

It could be said that as Capuchins we’ve been “minimumists” 
rather than “minimalists” since our foundation in the 1500’s. We 
were often considered one of the strictest religious orders in the 
Church because of our lack of possessions and desire; we live 
both a spiritual and temporal poverty more in line with that of 
St. Francis and the early friars. We’ve been trendsetters ahead 
of our time in many ways. We’ve been bearded before the rise 
of the hipster, and we even have the world’s most popular coffee 
named after us! Why am I saying all of this? Well, because it can 
seem increasingly difficult for us as Christians, Franciscans, and 
Capuchins to tell our stories to an increasingly disenfranchised 
world. We can lose hope and feel that what we have to share 
seems to bear no relevance today. We see all too often religious 
groups producing videos of flash mobs, dancing troupes, and 
various challenges in an effort to be noticed to a world that 
often seems blind to them. This approach makes the statement 
that in order for us to be relevant today we have to be liked, 
re-tweetable, and worth sharing. However, the truth is that what 
excites the imaginations and inflames the hearts of those who 
we are trying desperately to communicate with is our authentic-
ity. Our ability to be true to our story and our ability to commu-
nicate that story from a place grounded in reality. A world that 
operates on readily digestible bite-sized chucks of superficiality, 
at its core, seeks depth. It’s a paradox. 

If I was to answer any of the “why” questions that arose 
after my homily on the feast of St. Francis, I’d begin by say-
ing that my journey to become a friar began by noticing a 
growing unease within myself. I was becoming increasingly 
dissatisfied with a life focused on the accumulation and ap-
propriation of stuff. I became increasingly aware of hollowness 
in my seemingly fulfilled life and how I spent time, energy, 
and money in an effort to fill this hollow space. I didn’t work 
for me, and I don’t believe that it works for most people. I 
needed to be someone of depth rather than have more and 
more surface-level things. I needed to create space in my life, 

Discovering that a life of less is more
By Martin Bennett, OFM Cap.
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mind, heart and soul to allow me to pursue the path of greater 
authenticity, just as St. Francis did. 

The treasure hidden in the field is the realization that we 
are more than what we have. In fact the less we have, the more 
we become who we really are. The voids we have in our lives 
are God-shaped. They are the intangible parts of us that long 
for a deeper connection with the mystery of God. Regardless 
of whether somebody professes a certain belief in God or not, 
these God-shaped spaces exist, and we try to fill them with all 
sorts of things; we try to ‘stuff ’ them, so to speak. However, they 
can’t and won’t be filled by anything other than God. This is 
what St. Francis came to understand, and I think this is the 
great message that we can bring to the world today: God is real 
and God is the deep authenticity you are seeking. 

One story that really stands out for me from the life of St. 
Francis is found in the Legend of the Three Companions. In it, 
we find Francis in what seems like deep, anguished prayer. It is 
night, and Br. Leo finds Francis on his knees in the middle of 
a forest crying out in desperation “who are you Lord, and who 
am I..?” What a question! If we are to ask this question, with the 
same intensity as Francis did, I believe it will change everything 
for us. It is a question that goes to the very core of who we are as 
human beings. It is a humble question, whereby Francis grounds 
his identity in that of God. 

The year 2016 was extraordinary in many ways. We saw 
the passing of many people revered and worshipped by mil-
lions around the world, we saw the rise of a politic based upon 
self-preservation, and we saw what seemed like an unprecedent-
ed exodus from established social conventions and collabora-
tions. It was a year that shook many people and called into ques-
tion social norms and even identity. Talk turned to the erection 
of walls and the strengthening of borders; to the protection of 
”our” rights and entitlements. Sadly, on a global scale, we began, 
once more, to speak a language of exclusion so favoured by a 
mind-set rooted in binary opposition, and it is in this arena that 
we scramble to discover who we are. It’s really no wonder then 
that people today feel more isolated and alone as incidences of 
anxiety, depression, and suicide continue to increase. 

In my homily for Christmas Eve, I said that through the 
Incarnation, God wants us to know one thing: we are not alone. 
The Angel’s greeting is, I believe, one we need to listen deeply to 
today: do not be afraid. Fear is the bubbling cauldron that fuels 
our sense of alienation as well as being the catalyst for hatred 
and violence in all of its forms. Fear locks us into ourselves and 
tells us to protect what we have at all costs. It focuses on scarci-
ty, accumulation, and polarisation. It is a globalised cancer that 
eats away at the very fabric of what it means to be human both 
individually and collectively. The message that God is with us is 
crowded out and shouted down by the fearful cries of a confused 
and disassociated world. Yet the Gospel message remains and 
echoes through all that strives to create bonds of unity, relation-
ship and community. St. Francis knew this when he wrote the 
great Canticle of the Creatures, and when he prayed that “God 
is our riches to all sufficiency” in the wonderful and emotive 
Praises of God. And the thing is, we know it too. We know true 
and right relationship is cultivated when we create space for 
each other, welcoming the other as they are. We know that com-
munity is built on a generous sharing of time and resources for 
the good of all. We know that difference can be the gateway of 
opportunity rather than a wall of exclusion and fear. 

So how can the message of Jesus Christ and the story of St. 
Francis help us to make sense of all of this? I believe it begins by 
asking how connected we are with our own sense of authentici-
ty. Asking if we are being true to what we hold to be trustworthy 
and explore what it is that we hold to be true and trustworthy. 

The young people that I encounter today are emerging into 
a world that often provides false promises. It is a world in which 
the participants have to constantly create and recreate their own 
personal brand. Trends, fashions, and fades are passing yet pro-
moted as an authentic way to project who you are into this melt-
ing pot, and they do, to a certain extent. However, this trinity 
of superficiality is controlled and orchestrated by corporations 
whose sole concern is profit. The skills needed to navigate your 
way through this minefield are often not readily available and 
take time, awareness, and courage to develop. Both the external 
pressures to conform and the internal pressures caused by a lack 
of coping skills are a recipe for confusion and disappointment. 

The “minimum necessary” approach is one that could act as 
an antidote. In many ways it allows us to “be more, with less.” 
It doesn’t in any way say that stuff is bad but rather allows us to 
recognise how and why we have become consumed consumers, 
wrapped up and often asphyxiated by the mountains of physi-
cal, social, emotional, and spiritual stuff in our lives. It has the 
potential to offer us the opportunity to clear a path by focusing 
on the core and essential elements of our lives. It’s a call to sim-
plicity, connectedness and responsibility. Ultimately, it’s the call 
of St. Francis and of the Gospel. 

How do we begin to pitch such an idea to a generation that 
has been told, since their birth, that success, happiness, and val-
ue comes from what you have rather than who you are? Let me 
attempt to offer five steps to begin the journey along this path 
to greater authenticity. 

Our relationship with things

That documentary about minimalism that I watched on 
Netflix ended with a nice “take away” phrase: love people and 
use things. It’s a phrase rooted in deep and ancient wisdom. 
Most manufactured products today are designed to be dispos-
able. As soon as the latest version arrives on the market, the one 
you have becomes less desirable, even though it still works very 
well. We have mounting collections of old phones, laptops, and 
various other pieces of equipment that consume our mental and 
physical space. We just need to sit and watch the TV for an hour 
to see the vast array of new versions of products that we already 
have each slightly tweaked and ‘improved’ upon. If we were to 
look at this objectively, it seems to point to the ineffectiveness of 
all previous versions of that product and, in many ways, should 
call us to question if the manufacturers know what they are do-
ing! But we don’t. We watch, absorb, desire, and consume. 

Our relationship with things is often disproportionate. We 
begin to see them as if they had human qualities. We buy them 
because in some way they connect with the part of us that is 
struggling to be better. The juicer is a good example of this for 
me. We all know that we need to look after our diet and eat 
more fruit and vegetables. This is a good thing. However, we 
are busy people and eating individual pieces of fruit takes times 
and commitment. The juicer offers a lifestyle solution. Even 
the packaging appeals to the part of us that wants to be fitter, 
healthier, and more attractive. So we buy the juicer and a bas-
ket load of fruit. It’s exciting. The machine looks great and is a 
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handsome addition to our kitchen. It gets pride of place in our 
kitchen and is on full view for anybody who comes in. We plan 
our new regime: juice in the morning before work to give me a 
boost and we do it, for a while. 

Then winter comes and the time when we probably need 
the vitamins from juice the most. In Ireland, the mornings are 
cold and dark. Energy and motivation is low as we drag our-
selves out of bed and reluctantly into another humdrum day. 
We may sleep in a little and find ourselves rushing around try-
ing to get ready. We go into the kitchen and pass by the juicer 
in favour of the coffee pot. We don’t even look at it. We know 
its there, we can feel it, but we avoid eye contact. Manufactur-
ers don’t care if we use the juicer; they just want us to buy it. 
The thing that was to be our saviour now becomes a thorn in 
our side. Every time we pass it, we feel guilty, ashamed, and 
useless. We make excuses and constantly evolving resolutions 
to begin using it again. The goalposts move but the juicer stays 
where it is until we can’t look at it any longer and this thing 
that we had so much hope for, and put so much hope into, joins 
the elephant’s graveyard of all the other things that we put our 
hopes in. The same applies to all lifestyle goods: mindfulness 
CD’s, yoga mats, jogging pants, skipping ropes, dumbbells, and 
exercise videos; the list goes on. We are attracted to the lifestyle 
offered. We get a dopamine hit. We like the rush. 

This needn’t happen. We don’t need the juicer for our do-
pamine hit. We can experience a more profound ecstasy in sim-
plicity, in divesting ourselves of so much stuff and too many 
things. St. Francis teaches us not to be afraid of simplicity. 
What he found when he divested himself of things was not 
emptiness. Quite the opposite! He found an amazing God-giv-
en abundance in the simple pleasures of life that he couldn’t see 
and didn’t want to hear when he was in his protracted adoles-
cent “vanity,” as he calls it.

As a Capuchin Franciscan Friar, I am part of a count-
er-culture movement that attests to the fact that less is more 
and that we, as human beings, are more valuable, precious, and 
useful than the sum of all the stuff we surround ourselves with. 
The “minimum necessary” approach allows for maximum en-
gagement with God, others, ourselves, and all of creation. I am 
no longer “running to stand still” in the business world. I am 
alive, free, and loving life one graced moment after another. I 
live in the abundance of a good and gracious God. 

References:

Minimalism: A documentary about the important things. 
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at: http://www.theminimalists.com/film/. 

The Saints of St. Peter’s 
Square

by Bishop Luigi Padovese, OFM Cap.
translated by Sr. M. Leonora DeStefano

This edition of Bishop 
Padovese’s “Piccoli dia-
loghi fra santi di marmo” 
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As host of Thank God For Monday, a weekly ra-
dio talk show about the workplace, I speak with 
various expert authors. In February 2014, I in-
terviewed Robert Steven Kaplan – author of the 

enlightening book, What You’re Really Meant to Do: A Road Map 
for Reaching Your Potential. 

During our discussion, the integral role of feedback in 
reaching one’s potential and maximizing one’s contribution was 
raised. Mr. Kaplan pointed out that individuals should period-
ically assess their strengths and weaknesses by obtaining feed-
back from coaches who consistently observe them1.

Mr. Kaplan’s observation brought back memories of my 
30-year career in a pharmaceutical company, where I regular-
ly participated in performance reviews, coaching chats, and 
360-degree exercises. It also made me think of the consistent 
feedback received during the initial formation stages of candi-
dacy, novitiate, and temporary profession required to become a 
life-professed Franciscan brother of Brooklyn.

Mr. Kaplan’s perspective about feedback came to mind a 
few months later. Within 36 hours, I was told during separate 
conversations with two Franciscan brothers of Brooklyn whom 
I live with, “You’re selfish – you always put yourself in front of 
everyone else in this friary” and, “You do way too much in this 
friary.”

The polarity of this “Fraternal feedback” was confusing and 
triggered some difficult questions. Are there some key attributes 
of fraternal feedback of which one needs to be aware? Is there 
a Franciscan spirituality aspect to fraternal feedback? What can 
be done to better give and obtain fraternal feedback?

Attributes of Fraternal Feedback

The term “Fraternal feedback” can mean different things to 
different people. So, for purposes of this article, it will be im-
portant to explore how this term is being used.

Feedback is simply conveying information to someone re-
garding one’s perception of their behavior. It can be positive or 
negative in its nature. Feedback is not an end in itself, but po-
tentially a means for positive reinforcement or behavior change. 
It’s important to note that feedback is not the same as criticism, 
as author Deborah Bright, Ed.D., discusses in her book, The 
Truth Doesn’t Have to Hurt: How to Use Criticism to Strength-
en Relationships, Improve Performance, and Promote Change. Yet, 
many use the terms synonymously. Unlike criticism, feedback 
does not necessarily imply the need for a change in one’s be-
havior; furthermore, with feedback, there’s no real or imagined 
consequences associated with not taking action as there is with 
criticism. But, to soften our message when communicating with 

1 Thank God for Monday – Interview with Robert Steven Kaplan.

others, we often use the word “feedback.” 
Feedback can be classified according to the following table:

As one example, a blind spot cannot be addressed unless 
feedback is received.

Fraternal feedback is a term to denote feedback given to 
a person by another member of the same organization, whether a 
company, school, parish, hospital, family, or religious congregation. 
Fraternal feedback can be divided into two major categories, i.e., fra-
ternal affirmation and fraternal correction.

Fraternal feedback is also not an end in itself, but an intermedi-
ate essential to conversion. 

Conversion is the very heart of the enterprise of Christian spir-
ituality. People need others to assist them regularly in the journey to 
achieve self-transparency and truthful living…this is the Christian 
journey mapped out against the call to conversion and metanoia is-
sued by Jesus during his earthly life. Family and friends can be a valu-
able source of self-knowledge, since they are the ones who experience 
individual persons in these moments and are posed to give honest 
feedback during these fundamental human situations2. 

The call to conversion and metanoia is also central to Franciscan 
spirituality, as continuous conversion was a way of life for Francis. 
Characteristic of his spirituality is the emphasis that turning to God 
and being conformed to Christ is never accomplished for all. It is the 
root value of our tradition and flowers forth in core values of poverty, 
minority, and contemplation3. 

The fact that it is essential and pertinent does not mean the fra-
ternal feedback process is easy. To the contrary, it demands openness, 
courage, and humility. It is also recognizing that the recipient of this 
feedback may accept or reject what is passed along. When the recipi-
ent humbles himself and accepts the feedback, he embraces the good 
intentions of the giver.

Fraternal feedback especially demands vulnerability. Brene 
Brown, in her landmark presentation “The Power of Vulnerability,” 
said, “Connection is why we are here—it’s what gives purpose and 
meaning to our lives. Shame is the fear of disconnection—is there 
something about me that, if other people know it or see it, I will not 

2 David B. Perrin – Studying Christian Spirituality,  132.
3 Margaret Carney, OSF and Thaddeus Horgan, S.A. – The Rule and Life of 

the Brothers and Sisters of the Third Order Regular of St. Francis and Commen-
tary, 37.

The Franciscan Spirituality 
of Fraternal Feedback

By Gregory Cellini, OSF

Feedback regarding behavior of which others 
are aware, but not the person receiving it. 

(Blind Spot) 

Feedback regarding behavior of which others 
and person receiving it are mutually aware. 

(Validation) 

Reaction regarding behavior of which neither 
others nor the person receiving it is clearly 
aware. 

(Non Validated Feedback) 

Feedback on behavior of which person is 
aware, but not others. 

(Self Critique) 
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be worthy of connection? The thing that underpins shame is excru-
ciating vulnerability. In order for connection to happen, we have to 
allow ourselves to be seen, really seen4.” 

Christ and Francis were role models of excruciating vulnerabil-
ity. Nobody was more seen than Christ when he fell not once, not 
twice, but three times in full view of everyone on the road to Calvary. 
Francis was literally really seen when he stripped naked in front of all 
in Assisi to declare God was his only father.

For me, excruciating vulnerability was especially present during 
novitiate. I had the great fortune of living across the hall from the 
novice director, whose role was to observe and coach me. He did a 
phenomenal job of providing fraternal affirmation and fraternal cor-
rection, in particular the latter, forcing me to look at patterns which 
should have been addressed 10, 20, and even 30 years prior. Even 
though the self-discovery was, at times horrifying, I left the novitiate 
transformed.

Fraternal feedback has an important role in all Franciscan orga-
nizations, not only individually, but on a collective basis. Each mem-
ber being affirmed and, as needed, being called back to the right path 
impacts the organization in a very positive way. As just one example, 
an environment of fraternal feedback demonstrates to potential new 
members they will join a group where its people are deeply concerned 
about one other. 

This radical care or—as Francis would say, “Fraternitas”—is a 
guiding principle of Franciscans. The one-to-one interaction of his 
friars was critical to Francis. According to the Legend of the Three 
Companions, “They loved each other deeply, served one another and 
took care of each other as a mother for an only and beloved child5.” 

Ideally, a school, parish, company, etc., is a trust-based social sys-
tem of people who love one another. Members can love each other 
by taking time to provide the necessary opportunity or space for face-
to-face expression, learn where another member’s feelings are, empa-
thize with her or him, and assist him or her to understand how their 
situation is impacting the organization, i.e., its greater consequence to 
the group. When fraternal feedback is imbedded in the organization’s 
culture, everyone wins. Words have meaning and trust flourishes, as 
does growth.

Franciscan Spirituality of Fraternal Feedback

Now that we have defined fraternal feedback and examined 
some of its key attributes, we need to determine if there is a Francis-
can spirituality relating to fraternal feedback. To do this, we will look 
separately at its major categories of fraternal affirmation and fraternal 
correction. 

Fraternal Affirmation — Fraternal affirmation is all about catch-
ing someone in the organization doing something right and letting 
them know such. Examples of things done right to affirm include 
covering for someone who is ill, welcoming a visitor, and a well-pre-
pared presentation delivered at a meeting.

Someone once told me that fraternity within an organization 
is all about relationships, which are all about conversations. There-
fore, fraternal affirmation needs to be all about articulating the good 
witnessed. According to noted author Ken Blanchard, “The key to 
keeping relationships going is to constantly catch each other doing 
things right and accenting the positive. When you accent the pos-
itive, you make deposits in your human relationship bank account 
with that person. Now, if he or she does something wrong, you can 

4 Brene Brown. The Power of Vulnerability – YouTube. 
5 The Legend of the Three Companions (L3C41).

point it out without devastating the relationship. Unfortunately, most 
relationships deteriorate to the point that the primary focus seems to 
be on catching the other person doing things wrong6.” 

Fraternal affirmation is especially important given today’s turbu-
lent and fear-laden society. Fr. Richard G. Rento, lauded priest and 
retreat leader states, “I have come to understand fraternal affirmation 
as the act of holding up to another a faithful mirror in which he 
or she can see more clearly—and more fully appreciate —his or her 
fundamental goodness and worth, which otherwise could so easily 
be overlooked. When fraternal affirmation is given generously and 
sincerely, the recipient will know they are unconditionally loved and 
believe greater in themself. This basis security allows them to dream 
in the expectation that their dreams, no matter what they are, can and 
will come true if they give them their best shot7.” 

Fraternal affirmation is very Franciscan, as relationships are the 
foundation of Franciscan spirituality and the hallmark of our tradi-
tion. Francis believed everyone and everything should be in right re-
lationship. This was reinforced by his calling everything brother and 
sister in “The Canticle of the Creatures8.” 

Fraternal Correction — Fraternal correction is a deep-rooted 
Christian tradition, with its heart being located in the Gospel. Jesus 
tells all to practice it in the context of serving little ones and unlimited 
forgiveness. “If your brother sins against you, go and tell him his fault, 
between you and him alone. If he listens to you, you have gained your 
brother (Matt. 18:5).” Jesus himself corrected his disciples on many 
occasions. 

Christian fraternal correction is born of charity, the theologi-
cal virtue by which we love God above all things and our neighbor 
as ourselves for love of God. The exercise of fraternal correction is a 
source of personal satisfaction for the person who gives it and the 
person who receives it. The natural basis for fraternal correction is the 
need everyone has to be helped by others to obtain their goal, because 
no-one can see themselves objectively, nor is it easy to recognize one’s 
own faults9. 

Fraternal correction was very important to Francis and is includ-
ed in several early Franciscan sources. In the Earlier Rule, it is stated, 
“Moreover, if, anywhere among the brothers, there is a brother who 
wishes to live according to the flesh and not according to the Spirit, 
let the brothers with whom he is living admonish, instruct and correct 
him humbly and attentively10.” 

Francis subsequently clearly places responsibility to initiate fra-
ternal correction with those who are responsible to watch over others. 
In his Letter to the Minister, he wrote, “If any one of the brothers, at 
the instigation of the enemy, shall have sinned mortally, let him be 
bound by obedience to have recourse to his guardian11.”  He rein-
forces this by writing in the Later Rule, “Let the brothers who are the 
ministers and servants of the others visit and admonish their broth-
ers and humbly and charitably correct them, not commanding them 
anything that is against their soul and our rule12.” 

Because for Franciscans, relationship remains the primary her-
meneutic for interpreting every encounter with another, the provider 

6 Kenneth H. Blanchard. The One Minute Manager – excerpt. 
7 Fr. Richard G. Rento. Homily for seventh Sunday of Easter, 2015.
8 Francis of Assisi – The Saint. Early Documents – The Canticle of the Crea-

tures, 113.
9 Juan Alonso. Fraternal Connection: A Help Along the Path to Holiness, 

1-2
10 Francis of Assisi – The Saint. Early Documents – The Earlier Rule, 67.
11 Francis of Assisi – The Saint. Early Documents – A Letter to a Minister, 

98.
12 Francis of Assisi – The Saint. Early Documents – The Later Rule, 105.
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of the fraternal correction must do so with mercy. This letter to an 
anonymous minister – which provides a touching look at the heart of 
Francis – states, “I wish to know in this way if you love the Lord and 
me, His servant and yours: that there is not any brother in the world 
who has sinned – however much he could have sinned – who, after he 
has looked into your eyes, would ever depart without your mercy, if he 
is looking for mercy13. Mercy trumps retributive justice14.”

The other members of the organization must also demonstrate 
mercy. The Letter to the Minister promulgates, “Let all the brothers 
who know that he has sinned not bring shame upon him or slander 
him; let them, instead, show great mercy to him and keep the sin of 
their brother very secret because those who are well do not need a phy-
sician, but the sick do15.” 

The person receiving the fraternal correction must do such with 
humility. Francis wrote, “Blessed is the servant who always remains 
under the rod of correction,16” and “Blessed is the servant who endures 
discipline, accusation, and reprimand from another as patiently as he 
would from himself, and after being reprimanded, agrees courteously, 
submits respectively, admits humbly, and makes amends willingly17.” 

Fraternal correction was also important to St. Clare. Her Form of 
Life stated, “Let the abbess admonish and visit her sisters, and hum-
bly and charitably correct them, not commanding them anything that 
is against their soul and form of our profession18.”  Clare was a great 
model of fraternal correction. In the process for canonization, when 
asked of what Lady Clare’s holiness consisted, a witness replied: “…
in the necessary correction and sweet admonition of her sisters…19” 

Not surprisingly, the commitment of Francis and Clare to frater-
nal correction is clearly evident in the section of the “Rule of the Third 
Order Regular relating to Fraternal Life.” It states, “If discord caused 
by word or deed should occur among them, they should immediately 
(Mt. 18:35) and humbly ask forgiveness of one another even before 
offering their gift of prayer before the Lord (cf. Mt 5:24).   And if 
anyone seriously neglects the form of life all profess, the minister, 
or others who may know of it, are to admonish that person. Those 
giving the admonition should neither embarrass nor speak evil of the 
other, but show great kindness. Let all be careful of self righteousness, 
which causes anger and annoyance because of another’s sin. These in 
oneself or in another hinder living lovingly20.”

Fraternal correction applies just as much in today’s world as 
when Jesus, Francis, and Clare walked the earth. Pope Benedict XVI 
discussed fraternal correction in his Sunday Angelus address on Sept. 
4, 2011. He stated, “This approach…is moved by love for one’s broth-
er…Brotherly love also involves a sense of mutual responsibility21.”

13 Francis of Assis – The Saint. Early Documents – A Letter to a Minister, 
97.

14 Fr. Daniel Horan. Francis of Assist and the Future of Faith,24.
15 Francis of Assisi – The Saint. Early Documents – A Letter to a Minister, 

98
16 Francis of Assisi – The Saint. Early Documents – Admonition XXIII: 

Humility, 136.
17 Francis of Assisi – The Saint. Early Documents – Admonition XXII: Cor-

rection, 135.
18 Clare of Assisi – The Lady. Early Documents – The Form of Live of St. 

Clare, 122.
19 Clare of Assisi – The Lady. Early Documents – The Acts of the Process of 

Canonization of Clare of Assisi, 184.
20 The Rule and Life of the Brothers and Sisters of the Third Order Regular 

of St. Francis, paragraph 24.
21 NCRegister.com – Pope: Fraternal Connection is Essential to Christian 

Life, Sept. 6, 2011

Fraternal Feedback Moving Forward

Now that we have a greater understanding of some key attri-
butes of fraternal feedback, and the Franciscan spirituality aspect of 
fraternal feedback, we can now determine what can be done to better 
give or obtain fraternal feedback. The following need to be considered 
when moving forward.

Intentionality: Providing or soliciting fraternal feedback must 
be intentional. It needs to become a priority to catch others in our 
organizations doing things right and affirm the positive, as well as 
notice when we or someone else is starting to walk down a potentially 
destructive path.

Motivation: The motivation for doing something is often more 
important than the action itself. Therefore, prior to providing frater-
nal feedback, the giver should be clear on their motivation for do-
ing such. Am I affirming someone to sincerely praise them or to get 
on their good side? It is fraternal love that is moving me to correct 
someone, or a behavior I cannot tolerate? Prior to offering fraternal 
feedback, a self-examination of motives is recommended.

Respect: As we all age, it becomes easier to slip into individualism 
and a false sense of respect; consequently, it is out of respect we may 
hesitate to point out an area for correction in another. Ironically, it 
demonstrates greater respect for someone to courageously share with 
them an opportunity for improvement than to remain silent.

Timing: Fraternal correction is often time-sensitive. Consider an 
inverted V to represent the road one can travel, with one side being 
the desired path and the other undesired. The further along someone 
travels down an unhealthy route, the greater the distance from the 
desired path and the more potentially destructive the impact on the 
person and organization.

When faced with a situation when fraternal correction needs to 
provided, it is helpful to “frame” the conversation for what it is. When 
starting, the provider can say something to the effect of, “It is out of 
fraternal love I have approached you today. This may be a difficult 
conversation to have; however, it will be detrimental for you, the or-
ganization, and me if we do not have it.”

As a possible first step, it might be wise to see what you can 
do to begin a positive conversation about fraternal feedback in your 
organization. Such conversation will bring to light the importance of 
fraternal feedback and how to best proceed to bring about a culture 
which embraces such.

Closing Thought

Fraternal feedback is integral to answering God’s call to con-
version, enhancing connection, and maximizing contribution. Each 
person must take accountability for obtaining or providing fraternal 
feedback from or to others with whom they live, work, and worship. 

Brother Gregory Cellini, OSF, is a Franciscan 
Brother of Brooklyn and a graduate of the St. 
Bonaventure University’s Advanced Certificate 
in Franciscan Studies. His primary ministry is 
at St. Francis College, where he is a Franciscan 
Advisor in Student Affairs and an Adjunct Pro-
fessor of Accounting. Brother Gregory is host 
of Thank God For Monday, a weekly radio talk 
show about workplace. Prior to becoming a 
Brother, he had a 30-year career in big phar-
maceuticals.
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The snow crunched under my work shoes as I stepped 
from my truck onto a pathway between two barns 
to the entrance of my sculpture studio. I had come 
to know that sound only in Maine, the sound of 

fresh snow being compacted underfoot; an untrodden snow, not 
the trampled mounds of suburban parking lots and sidewalks. I 
cherished the stillness of the night before dawn. The stars were still 
out, and the crisp, stark, cold December air was invigorating. You 
could see the silhouette of the mountain ridge draw its lumbering 
line under the dark blue night. The moon cast its amber tones on 
the blanketed fields of snow. I would pause before going upstairs to 
the studio to take in this hour.

It was the Advent season of 1993, the first Advent since I 
had reclaimed my Catholic faith and became a parishioner at the 
local parish in Camden, Maine. On that first Sunday of Advent, 
the pastor, Fr. Gerry, preached St. Paul’s “Letter to the Romans” 
declaring that this was a season of hope. In my limited and 
simplistic manner, I was taken aback. Hope? What do you mean? 
We Christians know the story. We have Christ. We don’t need hope. 
Other people may still question or ignore the incarnation, but we 
have the fact of Christ. Simply to hope would contradict our faith. 
Yet, I was curious and went back to the reading. Sure enough, a 
part of the text does state, Now hope that is seen is not hope. For who 
hopes for what is seen? (v25)1 But this hope from the First Coming 
through which we already have the first fruits of the Spirit (v23) also 
has a future component. It is this hope of creation as a yearning for 
fulfillment that is the thrust of Rom. 8. But even more intriguing 
is that this hope is waiting to be fulfilled through …us! For the 
creation waits with eager longing for the revealing of the children of 

* All photographs of sculptures by Steve Gyurina
1 All Scriptural quotes are from Romans, Chapter 8, NRSV

God...in hope that the creation itself will be set free from its bondage 
to decay and obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God.(vs 
19-21) I was surprised by it. I didn’t fully understand, but Paul 
spoke of something compelling, unfolding before our very eyes, 
into which we were invited to participate. Hope was a dynamic; 
a state of being that engaged both creation and humanity in an 
intimately related relationship.

That December, stilled under a starry night on the coast of 
Maine, poised to enter the studio to work on a sculpture, the 
meaning of Advent and hope became real. I sensed being caught 
up in something which spoke of the richness, the fullness, and the 
depth of life. I now knew hope as a stance of life rooted in the 
present yet also projected into an ever-expanding future. Being able 
to engage in the work of sculpture made it all the more concrete.

Inspired by that December, several months later, I wrote 
the passage below and pinned it on the wall of my studio. I 
would return to it often. It spoke to me then, and still does 
today, of not only that expansive depth I had experienced, but 
also a sense of a call. 

There have been rumors.
There have been sightings.

There have been reports of something incredible,
Something wonderful—

at once terrifying and awe inspiring.
And I wait crouched by the path looking

to see.

Years earlier, I had been grateful for having discovered 
sculpture during a year off from college when a friend intro-
duced me to a sculptor, Victor Robinson. He opened his studio 
to me and showed me a method of working in clay, which, only 
in hindsight, was I to realize its unusual nature. Generally, clay 
is worked on a wheel or if worked solid, is hollowed out. Victor 
showed me a process of building up and of not only working 
solid, but also firing solid. Yet this proved to be a boon to me 
as once I had built up a mound of clay, I enjoyed taking away 
and through a process of engagement, discovering the presence 
of space. From the beginning, it wasn’t about trying to make 
something but to fully embrace the integrity of the process 
itself. I wasn’t interested in doing “art,” but in being true to 
my experience of life, of going face-to-face with what was at 
hand. Clay allowed for a rich relationship between form and 
space, but there was so much more. I had already discovered the 
work of the theologian, Paul Tillich, who defined courage as 
“in spite of ”2 and emphasized the being of non-being. He wrote 
of how the more non-being we can embrace, the stronger our 
being.3 For me, working in clay, this translated into the process 
of knowing space first as a void and then discovering it as a 

2 Paul Tillich, The Courage To Be (London: Collins, 1971), 167.
3 Ibid, 173-175.

For the Beauty of the Earth: The Work of 
Sculpture and Care for the Environment

By Samuel Fuller, OFM Cap.
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presence. Through sculpture, what was an intellectual concept, 
became an existential dynamic. 

It was only later, two or three years after that Advent of 
1993, that I put pen to paper and wrote about what I then 
called a process of engagement. I came to view the process of 
doing sculpture as one of prayer, of asking as a state of being, of 
remaining with the question and affirming the integrity of the 
process. I wrote that:

I am directly concerned with the process by which the un-
known becomes known through the physical, with being as 
inextricably related to non-being, fully embracing it as if it 
is something of and by itself, and as such as known through 
personal experience, daily life, sensed through the body, and 
physically manifested...The fundamental concern of my work 
is to respond to space as a vibrant and palpable presence, expe-
riencing it in ever new ways so as to arrive at a sense of unity. 

This involved encountering 
the other, the clay work at hand. 
Through such an encounter, 
what I first saw as a mere 
object, became, through a 
relationship of reciprocity and 
seen through eyes of interiority, 
a cherished place of arrival 
and of unity. Whereas with 
a dialogue, there is a clear 
distinction between object 
and subject, with reciprocity 
such boundaries breakdown 
and an inter-relationship 
unfolds. To arrive at such a 
place, to move from exterior 
to interior, involves a series of 
transitions; deconstruction and 
self-emptying, perseverance, 
affection, reciprocity, and 
recognition. The process entails 
letting go of my original expectations and assumptions and 
embracing the seemingly strange and awkward. Yet, from what at 
first seems out of place or inconvenient, reveals itself as the gateway 
to the arrival of a sense of unity. As much as each piece of sculpture 
begins with a sense of wonder and of a call, the completion also 
brings wonder but a sense of rest and an arrival at a place where I 
never expected to be. The process is not about making something, 
but rather, through the unfolding and journey of each piece, 
it allows myself to be available, open, and vulnerable. What I 
discovered that as much as art is an encounter, it is also coming 
to a place within oneself outwardly expressed through the clay; a 
place which one continually discovers as if for the first time, and a 
place to which others are invited to share and explore.

To journey from that Advent years ago with its memory of 
being caught up in an exterior landscape and taking in that hour, to 
then engage in a process of encountering the other through which 
one arrives at a place only to discover one is standing within this 
otherness 4, speaks of the richness and ambiguity of what it means 
to see. To discover such a place is to know the world and all of its 

4 Mary Oliver, Upstream, Selected Essays (New York: Penguin Press, 2016), 
14. I am grateful for the author’s use of this phrase of location.

mystery and wonder not simply as a piece of real estate or a GPS 
location but as a seedbed of hope, life, solidarity, and beauty—not 
yet blossomed but nonetheless planted. What was first perceived as 
simply given becomes known as gift. The challenge is to know the 
beauty of creation as not only a moment of inspiration but also as 
an abiding presence 5 and a source of transformation through which 
one discovers the beauty of what it means to be human.

Hope is the name of such a place. Here, hope is a lived 
experience emerging from a process, in this case that of sculpture, 
full of associations, images, memories, of grief and loss, of heartfelt 
linear trajectories, and poetic spaces. Hope is born from within 
our most inmost life.6 Far from being an idle nostalgia or happy 
optimism, with such hope there is a sense of humility and patience 
for, as a lived experience, it is discovered as a gift delivered through 
perseverance. There is also an inclusiveness with hope, a sense 
of a non-judgmental generosity that embraces all aspects of our 
experience that have led up to this point; the seemingly wrong 
turns if not dead ends, the conundrums, the sense of failure. 

With the arrival at this place 
of hope, everything is placed 
in a different perspective as 
now everything belongs. This 
newly found sense of life 
blossoms to a sense of fullness 
and generosity, to a sense 
of a surplus and abundance 
of meaning which remains 
ineffable, yet a compelling and 
transforming force. There is 
also a sense of a more expansive 
identity as one moves beyond 
one’s own self reference to a 
participation in something 
collective.

Further, with such hope, 
there is a time reference as the 
present takes on a much more 
vibrant resonance. In a sense, 

one is healed from the past which 
allows the present to come into relief. Further, one is released into 
the future as one is able to move forward, not only with renewed 
meaning, but also with trust. All of this gives one a sense of 
freedom with which to engage the present as it is now known as in 
a different context than before, as something more than the mere 
extension of the past. Hope is not sentimental or wishful thinking 
for the future. First and foremost, it is an orientation grounded in 
one’s encounter with the present. Only by being able to relate to 
the present as it is, is one then able to move beyond it and into the 
future with all that it offers. This is the source of the exuberance 
of hope—an eager attentiveness to the present as it points to 
something beyond itself.

With such attentiveness comes a profound relationality of 
hope, a sense of belonging. With the movement from the exterior 
to an inner place, what might have beforehand been seen through 

5 Cynthia Bourgeault, Mystical Hope, Trusting in the Mercy of God (Bos-
ton: Cowley Publications, 2001), 17. The author in writing about hope makes the 
important distinction between these two states.

6 Paul Tihon, SJ, “Lived Hope and Freedom in the Face of Death”, lecture 
given to the School of Philosophical and Religious Sciences of the Faculties of St 
Louis in Brussels, trans. Olga Prendergast.
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the eyes of a tourist, is now known in terms of a pilgrim as one 
allows one to be shaped by the landscape and to let the claim of 
the landscape take hold on one’s identity. Geography becomes 
a metaphor for one’s own journey.7 A sense of belonging and 
connection is fundamental to what it means to be human. Without 
such a sense, one becomes subject to fragmentation, distracted by a 
legion of insecurities and anxieties. 

Yet, belonging seems to bring forth a fundamental 
contradiction as our faith tells us that our true home is beyond this 
one here, this earth which at times we know all too well as a vale 
of tears. 

Why bother with care for creation if we are just passing 
through? But the very word, belonging, composed of being and 
longing, begs ambiguity. Without a sense of being or presence-ing 
any sense of longing easily becomes untethered or estranged. Our 
lives may not be essentially fulfilled here but that doesn’t negate the 
opportunity to encounter what is before us. What does it signify 
to be blind to the face of Christ in one’s brother and sister or blind 
to the latest expression of the Trinity in creation, as witnessed by 
St. Francis? The image of a pregnant woman comes to mind as 
offering an insight to the nature of belonging; aware of the wonder 
of such an event yet also aware that it bears so much more than 
what is seen. Such is the richness and poignancy of faith.

The sense of belonging is taken deeper and revealed as 
transformative through the charism of St. Francis and the gift of 
fraternity. While belonging is fundamental for one’s own individual 
growth, Franciscan spirituality provides the path to a broader and 
more authentic identity. St. Francis’ act of embracing lepers, and 
thereby discovering that what seemed bitter to me was turned into 
sweetness of soul and body8, became the foundation of such a gift 
by discovering the face of Christ in the outcasts of society. The 
expansiveness and transformation of St. Francis’ identity continued 
as he then discovered the face of God’s love in all of creation. In the 
same sense that he was able to discover what it meant to be simple 
and subject to all9, he discovered the same fraternal relationship 
with creation; Sister Water, Brother Wind, Mother Earth. The 
former begets the latter with the sequence unfolding as an integral 
interdependency and reciprocity between the two. What St. 
Francis exemplifies is the fullness of what it means to be human. 
The depth and profundity of such relationality was such that for St. 
Francis, each specific encounter, this cricket, this brother, became 
an encounter with the latest expression of the Trinity. One has 
arrived from finding reciprocity through the soulful movement 
from exterior to interior— to discovering God in all things. 

Solidarity can be seen as an amplification of fraternity, yet 
I came to know it as a distinct transition. In contrast to such a 
collective participation, it’s depressing being a spiritual tourist. 
It all too easily leads to spiritual gluttony. Without praxis, what 
seems to be a source of life and inspiration, quickly dissipates as 
one casually seeks the next attraction without any real encounter. I 
felt on the verge on becoming one. I had read and reread Care for 

7 Douglas E Christie, The Blue Sapphire of the Mind: Notes for a Contem-
plative Ecology ( New York : Oxford University Press, 2013 ) Chapter 4 offers 
an excellent articulation of the combined effect of geography, autobiography and 
metaphor and cites the work of the landscape photographer Robert Adams in how 
such a combination offers, “an affection for life.” 

8 Francis of Assisi, The Testament, Francis of Assisi: Early Documents, vol-
ume 1, The Saint, eds by Regis Armstrong, J.A. Wayne Hellman and William Short 
(New York: New City Press, 1999)

9 Ibid

Creation {a Franciscan spirituality of the earth }. 10 I had been down 
to Washington, D.C. during the summer of 2011 with Franciscan 
Action Network (FAN) for two weeks to learn about climate 
change and what the Catholic Church had to say about it—turns 
out, quite a bit. The following year, at the parish where I served as 
parochial vicar, we had a two-day workshop with FAN and then 
the following weekend, I was off to Arizona for a four-day FAN 
workshop. Afterwards, before leaving Arizona, I felt compelled to 
make a stronger commitment to the urgency of climate change. To 
my mind, given my journey and being a Franciscan, to be authentic 
demanded nothing less. I was determined to become involved in a 
public event as a means of encounter. 

Over the next six months, through a process that unfolded 
in a way I could never have expected, a group of five of us came 
together to share our passion, commitment, and gifts to plan and 
organize in downtown Hartford, Connecticut, the 2013 Riverfront 
Earth Day, sponsored by the Interreligious Eco-Justice Network 
(IREJN). We were elated by the turnout. The event included an 
interfaith prayer service, a march with banners, puppets and drums, 
and a gathering at a plaza where we heard speeches and enjoyed 
family events, environmental displays, and food vendors. The next 
year, we held another Riverfront Earth Day with the same format. 
As successful as it was, I sensed that I was becoming an event 
planner, and that something was missing. During that spring, I 
had seen a flier for an event at a Catholic Charities family center 
in downtown Hartford. I called up the family center and met 
with them. Once there, I realized this was the missing piece—
engagement not only with Catholic Charities, but also with the 
neighborhood centers of Hartford. This was where one met people 
and their needs in the very neighborhoods in which they lived. It 
was as if one could now work from the ground up and offer a more 
authentic and inclusive participation. What I had discovered was a 
sense of solidarity. It was this which became the driving dynamic 
for my involvement with the event the following year which grew 
exponentially into the Hartford Earth Festival and the Connecticut 
Climate March.

St. Pope John Paul II, in Solicitudo rei Socialis (On Social Concern, 
1987), describes solidarity as a virtue or fruit of interdependence. 
(#38) This is full of insight and defines solidarity as more than how 

10 Ilia Delio, OSF, Keith Douglass Warner, OFM, Pamela Wood, Care for 
Creation {a franciscan spirituality of the earth} (Cincinnati: St Anthony Messenger 
Press, 2008)
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it is normally understood. To act in solidarity is usually taken to do an 
individual action, such as a protest. What John Paul II suggests is a 
more transformative model of an abiding presence, as it presupposes an 
already ongoing engagement of interconnectedness with the concerns 
of others, the give and take of relationship, and working together. From 
this, one’s own sense of identity is already deepened and broadened 
through a process of self-awareness, self-acceptance, and self-giving. 
This is interdependence. To then discover solidarity as fruitfulness is 
a measure beyond measure, a gift which speaks of the reciprocity of 
relationships as taking on a life of its own. It is as if one discovers a 
new capacity and depth of relationship with a collective force which 
provides a source of affirmation, meaning, and direction. One’s own 
sense of identity is broadened. One has moved from self-assertion to 
giving expression to something other; the affirmation of virtue and 
value in the service of others. Submitting to such a collective presence 
doesn’t negate one’s identity but affirms it as one discovers a deeper 
and more authentic relationality. One’s identity is discovered as part 
of a constellation of associations and dimensions involving, not only 
all that life offers, but also, the fullness, the poignancy, the authenticity, 
and the beauty of what it means to be human. As John Paul II writes, 
“Solidarity is not a vague feeling of compassion…but a firm and persevering 
determination to commit oneself to the common good…because we are all 
really responsible for all (#38). He develops this further by saying that 
“Solidarity helps us to see the ‘other’…not just as some kind of instrument, 
with a work capacity to be exploited…but as our ‘neighbor,’” (#39).

An encounter with the other, of going face-to-face with what is 
at hand and with the unknown while submitting to a presence and a 
process—this is never an isolated act. It becomes a source of life and an 
expanded relationality leading to a renewed sense of identity. Yet, what 
does this really mean: “A renewed sense of identity?” That we discover 
a sense of who we are? It is not so much defining who we are but 
discovering the fullness of who we are called to be. We know things by 
contrast, and by turning to Pope Francis’ encyclical Laudato Si, we see 
outlined those forces which hinder such a call. 

Conventional wisdom has it that Laudato Si is different than 
the norm of the formal teaching of the Catholic church—that it is 
too political, or that it is all about climate change. With the phrase 
mentioned in only four of the 246 paragraphs, this is hardly the case. 
This, by itself, is a sober comment on the pseudo debate on the issue, 
which only we in the United States have had the luxury of entertaining. 
The encyclical, subtitled, Care For Our Common Home, serves to 
articulate how care for our environment is intertwined for care for 
each other and all of humanity as encapsulated in the term “integral 
ecology.” It proceeds to name those tendencies which have diminished 
our human dignity and sense of belonging and relationship whether 
consumerism, a throw away culture, unsustainable development, blind 
faith in ‘the laws’ of the market, the myth of progress, the technocratic 
paradigm, and practical realism. It is, particularly with these last two, that 
Pope Francis offers the most chilling commentary. He writes, “It is the 
way that humanity has taken up technology and its development according 
to an undifferentiated and one dimensional paradigm…which exalts the 
concept of a subject who using logical and rational procedures progressively 
approaches and gains control over an external object (#106). He articulates 
the nature of practical realism as When human beings place themselves 
at the center they give absolute priority to immediate convenience and all 
else becomes relative (#122). What is so unnerving about these insights 
is the sense of loss of any encounter and of any relationality. There is 
not only a profound impoverishment and reduction of one’s humanity, 
but also a lack of any connection with creation and all of its wonder 
and beauty. Instead of an encounter with the other, a journey from an 

exterior landscape to one’s center and then back outward to the world, 
there is mere manipulation of data with the subject as the sole reference 
isolated in one’s individual silo. The call to be is reduced to an obsessive 
need for data. Pope Francis proceeds to link the diminishment of our 
identity with failure to care for creation. Hence we should not be surprised 
to find, in conjunction with the omnipresent technocratic paradigm and the 
cult of unlimited human power, the rise of a relativism which sees everything 
as irrelevant unless it serves one’s immediate interests. There is a logic 
in all this whereby different attitudes can feed on one another, leading to 
environmental degradation and social decay (#122). 

Will “beauty save the world,” as suggested by Dostoevsky in The 
Idiot? Pope John Paul II quoted this line in his Letter to Artists, under 
the heading “The Saving Power of Beauty.” Yet, what is beauty? There 
are plenty of postcards, calendars, and screen savers that one could offer 
as an example of beauty. But the question remains. There has to be a 
sense of beauty that is more than just the descriptive and more than 
just the seen with a listing of attributes. As such, beauty can easily 
become something nice to look at but ultimately superfluous.11 I’ve 
suggested that beauty is relational as it conveys poignancy which calls 
us not only to a deeper sense of our interiority but also through which 
we rediscover our humanity. A full definition of beauty has to include 
a sense of challenge as it presents an impulse, a haunting suggestion 
of unity to which we are called. To approach such an invitation, we 
may first have to learn how to grieve as only through first dying, to our 
self-constructed identities, can we discover the capacities to hold and 
bear the fullness of life with all of its seeming chaos and mystery. By 
undertaking such a challenge, there is a sense of redemption to arrive 
at a sense of new life of which we could never fathom by ourselves and 
to realize that such life touches each of us personally in ways we could 
never expect. Through what at first seemed chaotic, is discovered as 
meaningful and offering a sense of direction. This is the fertile ground 
of beauty revealed through humility.

Not by itself can beauty save, but only if we remain open to the 
intimate claim that creation has on our being, calling us to discover 
anew, not only the depth and dignity of our identity, but also the unseen 
nature of beauty. To take a stance of radical openness, whether in spite 
of or in song, whereby the seeming strange and awkward become a 
gateway rather than a stumbling block, to move forward with eyes and 
heart wide open; this is to seek to be authentic and to go face-to-face 
with the situation at hand. It is in this sense of belonging, of solidarity, 
and of hope that we discover the fullness of who we are called to be 
in Christ with a shared sense of humanity with all and in profound 
reciprocal relationship with all of creation; all for the beauty of what it 
means to be human, all for the beauty of the earth. The fullness of Rom. 
8 comes to the fore. For in hope we were saved. (v 24).

11 For a thoughtful examination of the nature of beauty see Francois Cheng, 
The Way of Beauty- Five Meditations For Spiritual Transformation ( Rochester, VT: 
Inner Traditions, 2006)
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The Franciscan Hermitage: 
A Fraternal Experience

By Jean-François Godet-Calogeras

Ever since the important international study 
week at La Mendola in 1962,1 there has been no 
doubt about the importance of eremitism in the 
medieval West. Although this study week was 

officially dedicated to eremitism in the 11th and 12th centuries, 
Francis of Assisi was mentioned several times. The reason for 
this, as several historians remarked, is that the Poverello was 
influenced by the religious movements of his day. Even if the 
biographies of the saint of Assisi often present him as if he fell 
out of the sky— “like an aerolithe,” to borrow the expression 
of Gérard Gilles Meersseman2—they make no attempt to hide 
his taste for solitude and contemplation, essential elements of 
the eremitical life. Rather, in his Vita beati Francisci, Thomas 
of Celano writes that at the beginning of his conversion, Fran-
cis “wore a kind of hermit’s habit with a leather belt; carrying 
a staff in his hand, he was walking with shoes on his feet.”3 
The eminent historians who participated in the study week at 
la Mendola did not fail to note that many of the elements of 
the life of Francis of Assisi paralleled the eremitical movement 
that preceded and surrounded him: itinerant preaching, manu-
al labor, poverty, material penance.4 

More recently, historians of the Franciscan movement 
are focusing on the eremitical experience of Francis and his 
companions in the context of medieval Italy. Studying the first 
settlements of the Franciscan movement—places such as the 
Celle of Cortona, Poggio Bustone, Fonte Colombo, the Carceri 
on Mount Subasio—Luigi Pellegrini demonstrates that they 
are located in areas where there already was an eremitical tra-
dition.5 Grado Giovanni Merlo draws attention to the tensions 
between hermitages and cities, and the proliferation of the ere-
mitical settlements as a reaction to the ever-increasing involve-
ment of the Lesser Brothers in Church ministry and preaching 

1 L’eremitismo in Occidente nei secoli XI e XII. Atti della seconda Settimana 
internazionale di studio (Mendola, 30 agosto – 6 settembre 1962) (Milano: Vita e 
Pensiero, 1965).

2 L’eremitismo, p. 205.
3 Thomas of Celano, Vita beati Francisci (Quaracchi: Padri Editori, 1926), 

No. 21: Quo in tempore quasi eremiticum ferens habitum, accinctus corrigia et 
baculum manu gestans, calceatis pedibus incedebat. Cf. Thomas of Celano, The Life 
of Saint Francis, in Francis of Assisi: Early Documents I (New York: New City 
Press, 1999). Hereafter 1C.

4 They echoed the study of Willibrord de Paris, “Rapports de saint François 
d’Assise avec le mouvement spirituel du XIIe siècle,” Études franciscaines 12 (1962): 
129-142, which showed how much Francis was dependent on the twelfth century.

5 L. Pellegrini, “L’esperienza eremitica di Francesco e dei primi francescani,” 
in Francesco d’Assisi e francescanesimo dal 1216 al 1226. Atti del IV Convegno in-
ternazionale (Assisi, 15-17 ottobre 1976) (Assisi: S.I.S.F., 1977), p. 281-313. The 
author published a revised and amplified version of this study in Id., Insediamenti 
francescani nell ’Italia del Duecento (Roma: Laurentianum, 1984), p. 57-81: “L’eremo: 
una specifica esperienza insediativa nel primo francescanesimo.” Mention should 
also be made of a collection of monographs on the first Franciscan settlements: 
L. Pellegrini, I luoghi di frate Francesco (Milano: Edizioni Biblioteca Francescana, 
2010).

in the urban milieu.6 Lastly, based on an imposing bibliogra-
phy, Benedikt Mertens paints an immense fresco of the eremit-
ical movement in the Middle Ages and studies its impact on 
the 13th-century Franciscan movement.7 He notes that Francis’ 
writings, as well as those of his first biographers, contain many 
elements that were characteristic of the contemporary eremit-
ical milieus, even in the expressions such as vacare Deo (to be 
empty for God), eremi vastitas (the emptiness of the desert), 
loca solitaria (solitary places).8

As for this author, we have already had an opportunity to 
approach the question of eremitical practice in the life of the 
first Franciscans from the text known as the Regula pro eremi-
toriis data, or the Rule for Hermitages.9 We would like to offer 
here a few observations about the originality of this Franciscan 
eremitical practice by comparing it to a well-known monastic 
document, the Letter to the Brethren of Mont-Dieu or The Gold-
en Epistle of William of Saint-Thierry.10

Eremitism in the Monastic Tradition andthe Golden Epistle

With its characteristic precision, the Rule of St. Benedict, 
which rapidly became the rule of western monasticism, distin-
guishes four kinds of monks:11 Cenobites, Hermits, Sarabait-
es,12 and Gyrovagues. The Sarabaites and Gyrovagues, who are 
unstable and pleasure-seekers, are most assuredly to be reject-
ed. The monks to whom the rule is destined are the Cenobites, 
that is, those who live in community. As for the hermits, they 
are described as proven veterans:

Second, there are the anchorites or hermits, who have 

6 G. G. Merlo, “Eremitismo nel francescanesimo medievale,” in Eremitismo 
nel francescanesimo medievale. Atti del XVII Convegno internazionale (Assisi, 12-
13-14 ottobre 1989) (Assisi, S.I.S.F., 1991), p. 29-50; Id., Tra eremo e città. Studi su 
Francesco d’Assisi e sul francescanesimo medievale, 2nd revised and amplified edition 
(Assisi : Edizioni Porziuncola, 2007).

7 B. Mertens, “In eremi vastitate resedit. Der Widerhall der eremitischen Be-
wegung des Hochmittelalters bei Franziskus von Assisi,” Franziskanische Studien 
74 (1992): 285-374.

8 Mertens, 365-366.
9 J-F. Godet-Calogeras, “Illi qui volunt religiose stare in eremis. Eremitical 

practice in the life of the early Franciscans,” in Franciscans at Prayer, ed. T. J. Johnson 
(Leiden-Boston: Brill, 2007), p. 307-331.

10 William of Saint-Thierry, Epistola ad fratres de Monte Dei (Golden Epistle), 
ed. P. Verdeyen, Epistola ad fratres de Monte Dei, in the Corpus Christianorum. Con-
tinuatio Mediævalis, No. 88 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2003), p. 223-289; English trans-
lation by T. Berkeley, The Golden Epistle (Spencer, MA: Cistercian Publications, 
1971). Hereafter GEp.

11 The Rule of Saint Benedict, chapter 1, in RB 1980 in Latin and English with 
Notes, ed. T. Fry (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1981). Hereafter RBen.

12 According to Littré’s Dictionnaire de la langue française, the Sarabaites were 
“a kind of monk who lived two or three together, without rule or pastor, and who 
took as their law only their desires and enjoyments.” The etymology of the word is 
unknown. It could be a corruption of the Latin word Sybarita, inhabitant of Sybaris, 
an ancient Greek city situated in present-day Calabria, whose inclination for luxury 
and enjoyment was famous.
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come through the test of living in a monastery for 
a long time, and have passed beyond the first fervor 
of monastic life. Thanks to the help and guidance of 
many, they are now trained to fight against the dev-
il. They have built up their strength and go from the 
battle line in the ranks of their brothers to the single 
combat of the desert. Self-reliant now, without the 
support of another, they are ready with God’s help 
to grapple single-handed with the vices of body and 
mind.13

According to the monastic tradition, hermits are experi-
enced monks authorized to live in solitude, monks dispensed 
from daily life in community to vanquish their demons in sol-
itude and draw closer to God: soli Deo vacare, empty one’s self 
to go to God alone, to use the expression already mentioned.14 
This is what William of Saint-Thierry means when he praises 
the solitary life:

It is not for you to concern yourselves feebly with the 
ordinary commandments nor to give your attention 
only to what God lays down as of obligation … It is 
for others to serve God, it is for you to cling to him.15

William of Saint-Thierry,16 born in Liege around 1085, 
became a Benedictine monk at the abbey of Saint Nicaise in 
Reims. In 1119 he became abbot of Saint-Thierry, near Re-
ims, an office he held until 1135. He then went to the Cister-
cian abbey of Signy in the Ardennes. In 1144, he went to the 
Carthusian monastery of Mont-Dieu, also located in the Ar-
dennes. His stay there influenced him so greatly that he wrote 
a tract on the solitary life and sent it to the hermits of Mont-
Dieu. This work became a classic under the name of The Letter 
to the Brethren of Mont-Dieu. In 1690 the famous Benedictine 
scholar, Jean Mabillon, included it in his edition of the works 
of Bernard of Clairvaux, although attributing it correctly to 
William of Saint-Thierry; nonetheless, it is Mabillon who gave 
the text the title used today, The Golden Epistle.

Jean Déchanet sees in the Golden Epistle a work that is, 
“Both an apology for the type of life of the Carthusians, and 
the Carthusians of Mont-Dieu: the mirror of a perfect hermit; 
a manual of asceticism and a treatise on the mystical life; ulti-
mately, a familiar letter enameled with wise advise and prudent 

13 RBen  I 3-5: Deinde secundum genus est anachoritarum, id est eremitarum, 
horum qui non conversationis fervore novicio, sed monasterii probatione diuturna, qui 
didicerunt contra diabolum multorum solacio iam docti pugnare, et bene exstructi frater-
na ex acie ad singularem pugnam eremi, securi iam sine consolatione alterius, sola manu 
vel brachio contra vitia carnis vel cogitationum, Deo auxiliante, pugnare sufficiunt.

14 It is worth noting that this well-known expression of the religious litera-
ture of the Middle Ages was taken up by Thomas of Celano in a beautiful chapter 
of his Life of Saint Francis when he describes Francis in prayer: Insensibilem omnibus 
quae perstrepunt exterius se reddebat, et totis visceribus undique sensus exteriores recolli-
gens ac motus animi cohibens, soli vacabat Deo – “Making himself insensible to all the 
outside noise, gathering up with all his forces from every side his outward senses, 
and checking the t impulses of his spirit, he was vacant for God alone” (1C 71).

15 GEp 15-16: Non est vestrum languere circa communia praecepta, neque hoc 
solum attendere quid praecipiat Deus … Aliorum est enim Deo servire, vestrum est ad-
haerere.

16 On William of Saint-Thierry, the fundamental study remains J.-M. 
Déchanet, William of Saint-Thierry: The Man and His Work (Spencer, MA: Cister-
cian Publications, 1972). See also Unity of Spirit: Studies on William of Saint-Thierry 
in Honor of E. Rozanne Elder, eds. F.T. Sergent, A. Rydstrøm-Poulsen, and M.L. 
Dutton (Collegeville, MN: Cistercian Publications – Liturgical Press, 2015).

directives.”17 He also shows clearly that the Golden Epistle, al-
though it was entirely the work of William of Saint-Thierry, 
is composed of two elements nested together: a letter to the 
hermits of Mont-Dieu and a treatise on religious perfection. 
All of it developed according to a ternary rhythm: the animal 
man (27-186), the rational man (187-248) and last of all, the 
spiritual or perfect man (249-300).18 One immediately notices 
that the first part takes up more than half of the work. This is 
the part that treats specifically of the eremitical life; this is the 
part that is of primary interest in this study.

Thus, the first part of the Golden Epistle contains a treatise 
on the eremitical life. The importance of the cell, that is, soli-
tude, is primary. It is the place par excellence for the hermit; it is 
here that he is united with God:

Accordingly, as your vocation demands, dwelling in 
heaven rather than in cells, you have shut out the 
world, whole and entire, from yourselves and shut up 
yourselves, whole and entire, with God. For the cell 
[cella] and heaven [celum] are akin to one another: 
the resemblance between the words celum and cella 
is borne out by the devotion they both involve. For 
both celum and cella appear to be derived from celare, 
to hide, and the same thing is hidden in cells as in 
heaven, the same occupation characterizes both the 
one and the other. What is this? Be vacant for God, 
enjoy God.19

The solitary life lived in the cell is certainly not without 
danger or temptation. The great danger is idleness, otium. The 
hermit, therefore, should keep busy: first of all in prayer and 
study –lectio divina– followed by prayer, especially manual la-
bor.20 However, one must be careful that all bodily exercises 
be subservient to and useful for the spiritual exercises.21 Using 
here a passage from Saint Paul’s First Letter to the Corinthi-
ans, “Indeed, man was not created for the sake of woman, but 
woman for the sake of man,”22 William draws a curious parallel 
between a relationship between a man and a woman and the 
relationship between bodily exercises and spiritual exercises, a 
relationship of priority and superiority. The hermit will make 
progress if he remains in obedience, submits his body and its 
demands, and keeps the stability of his cell.23

Always centered on the universe of the cell, William ap-
proaches three important questions. First of all, what are the 
necessary conditions for being admitted to the solitary life? 
The answer is that the candidates must be simple or prudent; 
the stupid or proud should be removed.24 Next comes the ques-

17 Guillaume of Saint-Thierry, Lettre aux frères du Mont-Dieu (Lettre d’or), ed. 
Jean Déchanet, in Sources chrétiennes, No. 223 (Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 2004), 
p. 32-33. From now on LOr.

18 LOr, p. 35-39 et 416-419.
19 GEp 31: Secundum formam propositi vestri, habitantes in caelis potius quam 

in cellis, excluso a vobis toto saeculo, totos vos inclusistis cum Deo. Cellae siquidem et caeli 
habitatio cognatae sunt; quia sicut caelum ac cella ad invicem videntur habere aliquam 
cognationem nominis, sic etiam pietatis. A celando enim et caelum et cella nomen habere 
videntur. et quod celatur in caelis, hoc et in cellis; quod geritur in caelis, hoc et in cellis. 
Quidnam hoc est? Vacare Deo, frui Deo.

20 GEp 83-84.
21 GEp 85.
22 1 Corinthians 11:9: Etenim non est creatus vir propter mulierem sed mulier 

propter virum.
23 GEp 46-69, 70-77, 95-104.
24 GEp 143: Siquidem ex duobus hominum generibus cellarum habitatio supplen-
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tion of the cells themselves and their construction. On this 
topic, it seems that there must have been a concern about pov-
erty: 

Banishing from ourselves and from our cells the pat-
tern of poverty and the model of holy simplicity, the 
true beauty of God’s house, bequeathed to us by our 
Fathers, we build for ourselves by the hands of skilled 
craftsmen cells which are not so much eremitic as ar-
omatic, each of them costing a hundred golden pieces. 
They are the delight of our eyes but they come from 
the alms of the poor. Take away, Lord, the reproach 
of these hundred golden pieces from the cells of your 
poor men. Why not rather a hundred copper coins? 
Why not rather nothing at all? Why do not the sons of 
grace rather build for themselves free of cost?25

William recommends a return to the simplicity and pov-
erty fitting for pilgrims, those who are simply passing through 
this land: “Let us not build for ourselves houses to settle down 
in but make tents we can leave at a moment’s notice.”26 

Last of all, there is the question of subsistence. William 
considers the example of Jesus who lived on alms27 and the 
primitive Church who placed everything in common.28 The 
right to live on alms is for those who proclaim the Gospel, 
but also for those who live the Gospel.29 William, however, re-
calls the words of the apostle Paul: “Anyone unwilling to work 
should not eat.”30 Implicitly, the first – but not the exclusive – 
source of subsistence is, therefore, work. 

Finally, William concludes, the ultimate goal, the sense of 
the eremitical life, is union with God and knowledge of God:

Hitherto solitary or alone, now he becomes one and 
his bodily solitude is changed into unity of spirit. Our 
Lord’s prayer for his disciples, summing up the whole 
of perfection, is fulfilled in him: “Father, my will is 
that as I and you are one, so they too may be one in 
us.”31

Franciscan Eremitism and the Regula pro eremitoriis

The Regula pro eremitoriis of Francis of Assisi and his first 
companions is a much shorter text than William of Saint-Thi-
erry’s Golden Epistle, which allows us to reproduce it here in its 

da est: vel de simplicibus … vel de prudentibus…. Stulta vero superbia, vel superba stul-
titia, a tabernaculis justorum, semper procul sit.

25 GEp 148-149: Dimissam enim nobis a patribus jure hæreditario formam pau-
pertatis, et sanctae simplicitatis speciem, verum decorem domus Dei, alienantes a nobis et 
a cellis nostris, per manus artificium exquisitorum, cellas non tam eremiticas quam aro-
maticas aedificamus nobis, singulas in titulo centum solidorum, concupiscentias oculorum 
nostrorum, de eleemosinis pauperum. Amputa Domine obprobrium centum solidorum a 
cellis pauperum tuorum. Cur non potius centum denariorum? Cur non potius nullorum? 
Cur non potius gratis filii gratiae ipsi sibi aedificant?

26 GEp 151: Ædificemus nobis non domos ad habitandum, sed tabernacula ad 
deserendum.

27 GEp 160.
28 GEp 161.
29 GEp 162.
30 2 Thessalonians 3:10: Si quis non vult operari nec manducet. Francis and his 

brothers will use that citation in the chapter of their Rule and Life about the way of 
serving and working (Regula non bullata, VII 5); see Francesco d’Assisi, Scritti, ed. 
C. Paolazzi (Grottaferrata: Frati Editori di Quaracchi, 2009), p. 252.

31 GEp 288: Jam enim qui hactenus fuit solitarius, vel solus, efficitur unus, et 
solitudo ei corporis vertitur in unitatem mentis; et impletur in eo quod Dominus pro 
discipulis in clausula omnis perfectionis oravit dicens: Pater, volo, ut sicut ego et tu unum 
sumus, ita et ipsi in nobis unum sint.

entirety. 
1Those who want to stay in a religious manner in re-
mote places should be three brothers or four at the 
most; two of these should be mothers, and they should 
have two sons or one at least. 2Those two who are 
mothers should have the life of Martha, and the two 
sons should have the life of Mary,32 and they should 
have an enclosure in which each one should have his 
own little cell in which he should pray and sleep. 3And 
they should always say compline of the day immediate-
ly after sunset. And they should strive to keep silence. 
And they should say their hours. And they should rise 
at matins. And they should f irst seek the reign of God 
and God ’s justice.33 4And they should say prime at the 
proper time. And after tierce they should break the 
silence, and they might speak and go to their moth-
ers. 5And, when they would like, they might seek alms 
from them as little poor ones for the love of the Lord 
God. 6And afterward they should say sext and none. 
And they should say vespers at the proper time. 7And 
in the enclosure where they dwell, they should not 
allow any person to enter, nor should they eat there 
either. 8Those brothers who are mothers should strive 
to remain away from every person. And because of the 
obedience to their minister34 they should guard their 
sons from every person, so that no one could talk with 
them. 9And those sons should not talk with any person 
except with their mothers and with their minister and 
their custodian35 when they would like to visit them 
with the blessing of the Lord God.36 10The sons, how-
ever, should sometimes assume the duty of mothers as 
in turn they might find good for a while. They should 
strive to observe conscientiously and eagerly all the 
things mentioned above.

(1) Illi qui volunt religiose stare in eremis sint tres 
fratres vel quattuor ad plus; duo ex ipsis sint matres et 
habeant duos f ilios vel unum ad minus. (2) Isti duo qui 
sunt matres teneant vitam Marthe, et duo f ilii teneant 
vitam Marie, et habeant unum claustrum in quo un-
usquisque habeat cellulam suam in qua oret et dormiat. 
(3) Et semper dicant completorium de die statim post oc-
casum solis; et studeant retinere silentium; et dicant horas 
suas; et in matutinis surgant et primum querant regnum 
Dei et iustitiam eius. (4) Et dicant primam hora qua con-
venit et post tertiam absolvant silentium; et possint lo-
qui et ire ad matres suas. (5) Et quando placuerit possint 
petere ab eis eleemosynam sicut parvuli pauperes propter 
amorem Domini Dei. (6) Et postea dicant sextam and 
nonam; et vesperas dicant hora qua convenit. (7) Et in 
claustro ubi morantur non permittant aliquam personam 

32 See Luke 10:38-42.
33 Matthew 6:33.
34 That is to say the servant, the one in charge of the fraternitas. Following the 

Gospel (Matthew 20:25-27), Francis and his brothers wanted to be without power 
and subject to all. That is why, instead of using the traditional terms of “superior,” 
“abbot” or “prior,” they took the word “minister” (minister meaning a servant with 
a specific job).

35 The expression “minister and custodian” clearly describes the function of 
the one in charge of a group: the one who serves and who keeps his brothers.

36 Expression which refers the brothers to their own judgment and initiative.
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introire, et neque ibi comedant. (8) Isti fratres qui sunt 
matres studeant manere remote ab omni persona; et per 
obedientiam sui ministri custodiant f ilios suos ab omni 
persona ut nemo possit loqui cum eis. (9) Et isti f ilii non 
loquantur cum aliqua persona nisi cum matribus suis et 
cum ministro et custode suo quando placuerit eos visitare 
cum benedictione Domini Dei. (10) Filii vero quandoque 
off icium matrum assumant, sicut vicissitudinaliter eis pro 
tempore visum fuerit disponendum; quod omnia supradi-
cta sollicite et studiose studeant observare.37

Our first observation is the insistence on time. The hours 
create a rhythm for the day, since space is limited and almost 
immobile. The first Lesser Brothers normally led an itinerant 
lifestyle. At day’s end, they would gather in remote places (in 
eremis) near the cities and villages in order to set out on the 
road again the next day.38 At times they felt the need to “stay” 
(stare), to pause from their itinerant life, that is to say: to limit 
the space. This was reduced to an enclosure (claustrum) com-
prised of cells (cella). 

The words used related to space are clearly part of the er-
emitical vocabulary. Less so is what is said of those who oc-
cupy this space and their schedule. First of all, there should 
be a minimum of three and a maximum of four. We are not 
dealing with hermits, but with brothers, that is, with men in 
a fraternal relationship: their staying in these out-of-the-way 
places will not suppress this fraternal relationship. It is defined 
as being the relationship between Martha and Mary, the two 
sister-friends of Jesus.39 However, the two “sisters” have here a 
relationship of mother and son: there will always be two moth-
ers, with one or two sons. There is no opposition, only two 
different roles: the mothers take care of the sons; they have 
charge of their sons; the sons are dependent on their mothers. 
In fact, they are taking part in an experience of solitude lived in 
a context of fraternity. The mothers serve their sons; the sons 
express their needs, “begging” from their mothers.40

But that is not all. Since the mothers and sons have an en-
closure separated from the rest of the “remote place” (eremus), 
they each have a personal cell within that common enclosure. 
However, they do not spend their whole day in the cell. The 
cell is the place where they pray and where they sleep: orare et 
dormire are the only solitary activities of the brothers. Outside 

37 Latin text in Francesco d’Assisi, Scritti, p. 344. The English translation is 
ours.

38 See R.B.C. Huygens, Lettres de Jacques de Vitry (Leiden: Brill, 1960), p. 
75-76: De die intrant civitates et villas, ut aliquos lucrifaciant operam dantes actione; 
nocte vero revertuntur ad heremum vel loca solitaria vacantes contemplationi – “During 
the day they go into the cities and villages, working in order to gain a few others 
through their activity; but at night they return to their eremo or solitary places to be 
vacant for contemplation.” One will notice the use by Jacques de Vitry of the word 
vacantes, to be vacant.

39 See Luke 10:38-42.
40 On the fraternal relationship described in terms of a maternal relationship 

in the primitive Franciscan fraternity, see the rules of life of the Friars Minor; the 
Regula non bullata IX 10-11: Et secure manifestet unus alteri necessitatem suam ut sibi 
necessaria inveniat et ministret. Et quilibet diligat et nutriat fratrem suum, sicut mater 
diligit et nutrit filium suum – “And confidently let each one make known his need 
to another, that the other may find and minister what is needed”; and the Regula 
bullata VI 8: Et secure manifestet unus alteri necessitatem suam, quia si mater nutrit et 
diligit filium suum carnalem, quanto diligentius debet quis diligere et nutrire fratrem 
suum spiritualem? – “And confidently let each one make known his need to another, 
for if a mother nurtures and cherishes the child born of her flesh, how much more 
must someone nurture and cherish his brother according to the Spirit?” Cf. France-
sco d’Assisi, Scritti, p. 258 et 330.

of praying and sleeping, the brothers are interacting with one 
another. There is no opposition between solitude and frater-
nity, nor between contemplation and action. That which the 
brothers are seeking most of all, and what they want to expe-
rience, is the reign of God and the justice of God. This is the 
goal of their life: helping the world live according to God and 
God’s justice. This search combines contemplation and action, 
uniting these in the passage of time in prayer and fraternal 
relationship, and in alternating their roles as mothers and sons.

A final observation that is a far cry from lacking impor-
tance: the brothers are not to eat alone in their cells, nor even 
in their enclosure. They are to eat together (comedant) outside 
of the enclosure, that is, with the other brothers who are in the 
hermitage, the “remote place.”

Conclusion

We have seen that in the monastic tradition, eremitism is ba-
sically a solitary thing; the elements of community are extremely 
reduced. As for Franciscan eremitism, however, it is very differ-
ent. If it too is characterized by a stay in a remote place, a “vaca-
tion” to seek the reign of God and the justice of God, Franciscan 
eremitism is substantially the laboratory for the form of life of 
the Lesser Brothers. Taking a pause from their itinerancy – in 
other words, immobilizing their space – the brothers are concen-
trated on their daily time. In the passing of the hours, they devel-
op a harmonious combination of solitude and fraternal relations. 
At the heart of this back-and-forth between contemplation and 
action – that is, between the relationship with God and the rela-
tionship with others – they seek to experience this reign and this 
justice of God. They want to follow the example and teaching of 
Jesus: “The Son of man came not to be served but to serve.”41 For 
this, they want to experience this interdependence by serving one 
another, sometimes giving, sometimes begging what is necessary, 
and receiving it with gratitude. Everything becomes a gratuitous 
gift. Martha and Mary are together, in the same space, with Jesus, 
to learn from him the reign and the justice of God. A time to 
contemplate, a time to act, a time to receive, a time to give.

In the end, there really is no Franciscan hermitage or Fran-
ciscan hermit42 in the strict sense, but there are brothers who 
intensify their life during a pause in “remote places.” Francis 
of Assisi and his companions recreated the basic evangelical 
experience that by becoming more fraternal, one draws closer 
to God.

41 Matthew 20:28: Filius hominis non venit ministrari sed ministrare. That pas-
sage of the Gospel is found in the Regula non bullata (IV 6) and in the Admonitions 
of Francis (IV 1). See Francesco d’Assisi, Scritti, p. 248 and 358.

42 The only time that the word “hermitage” (eremitorium) appears in the writ-
ings of Francis is to remind a minister that to retire alone in a hermitage is in 
contradiction with their form of fraternal life. See the “Letter to a minister” in 
Francesco d’Assisi, Scritti, p. 164 et 166.
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Franciscans and Youth Ministry

By Thomas McNamara, OFM Cap.

Last Oct. 4, a parish in northern New Jersey 
asked the Capuchin Youth and Family Ministry 
Team (CYFM) to present a night on mercy to a 
group of sixth, seventh, and eighth graders. We 

were in a good-sized gym with one side set up with rows of 
steel folding chairs facing the stage. We had an hour and a 
half; there were six of us and 100 of them. We decided in 
our wisdom to engage them on the open side of the gym in 
an icebreaker known as “the blob”. This is where one person 
is “it” and they try to tag another person, but in this game, 
on contact, they become attached by holding hands. The 
blob continues to grow as more and more become linked and 
reaches out to the corners of the great open space swallowing 
whole groups of kids. But as the blob grew, a large number of 
the kids were jumping over chairs and running to the side of 
the gym that was set up assembly style to avoid being touched 
and therefore connected to the blob. We had to stop the game 
as there were a large number who refused to allow themselves 
to be encountered. 

I was reminiscing with one of our Cap Corps volunteers 
about the blob and the power of that image as it relates to 
our efforts with youth ministry here at Capuchin Youth & 
Family Ministries. Our numbers are down in recent years; 
many parishes have dropped their youth groups, and many 
youth seem to be eluding an encounter with Christ through 
the “traditional” means: the Center for Applied Research in 
the Apostolate (CARA) study has shown that among those 
who leave the Catholic Church, the decision to leave is made 
at about 13 years old. The study points to the lower percentage 
of students being educated in a Catholic School setting where 
faith and science are taught side-by-side; youth tend to accept 
without question the popular mindset – think Bill Maher – 
that sees faith as incompatible with science. 

On the last day of the boy’s Cursillo-type encounter 
retreat, René gave his witness talk about how he was forced 
to attend his first retreat as a punishment and how his foolish 
behavior had almost cost his participation at the current 
retreat; sometimes it takes more for some teenagers to get 
turned around. Christ changed him, motivated him, and gave 
him new reason to live—and to live a healthy life. He wants to 
study for youth ministry now. 

I watched as one youth, at a leadership retreat recently, who 
claimed he got into the car with his mother and brother after 
school on Friday not knowing where he was going. He had not 
packed clothing, and certainly was not looking forward to the 
weekend. But as he saw the other young men jump into the 
games, talks, and prayer sessions, he was gradually changed. I 
loaned him a couple of T-shirts, and I expect to see him, his 
brother, and even his younger brother, who showed up for the 
closing liturgy, return next time for another retreat. 

One father spoke of the silent trip driving his daughter in 

their vehicle to the center in Garrison, dropping her off with 
her suitcase, and not daring to walk in with her because she 
was so angry with him. He remarked to his wife on the phone 
that he dropped off his “demon daughter” and that they might 
need some sort of exorcism to reach her. But by the time they 
picked her up on Sunday at the closing liturgy she bounded 
down the stairs and greeted them with a hug and a kiss and 
now has become super helpful around the house and is the 
first to jump in the car to go to church. The transformation is 
remarkable. The story repeats itself regularly. When the young 
person encounters other young people engaged in their faith, 
it draws others in. Friends want to be with their friends. 

In contrast to the “blob” of that icebreaker I mentioned 
above, approaching a young person happens best one at a time. 
Direct invitation or being “voluntold” by parents or another 
adult makes a big difference. Sometimes we forget to ask or 
suggest a retreat because we think that a young person is not 
interested. Another important factor is the team of young adult, 
Cap Corps, volunteers who live in community for the year and 
offer many of the talks and are the movers and shakers of the 
program. Closer in age to the adolescents, they offer their own 
experience of ongoing conversion as an example in many of 
the ice breakers, witness talks, small group sharing, music, and 
prayer. We try to accept the younger person where they are, 
says Fr. Fred Nickle, OFM Cap. He sees that as a key in all we 
do and especially in helping them to “make faith their own.” 

St. Francis in imitating Christ sought to bring into the 
fold those who were in the margins: that rebellious teen 
seemingly hell-bent on danger, the youth who expresses no 
interest, and even the “demon daughter,” all are transformed 
by the love they encounter in Christ. They soon understand 
and develop their gifts and in gratitude want to share it with 
their friends. 

It ’s funny because I have another memory of that fateful 
night in New Jersey. We had completed our activities and had 
a short prayer planned for the group, but I was new there and 
didn’t realize they would leave when the magic hour of 8:30 
p.m. arrived. I no sooner began the prayer, and they all just 
got up and left. I’m sure that prayer could be heard wafting 
out into the parking lot. Go with God, my young friends. Go 
with God. 

Thomas McNamara, OFM Cap., is a Capu-
chin-Franciscan of the New York-New England 
Province. A former missionary of the Capuchin 
Vice-Province of Our Lady of Hope (Nuestra 
Señora de Esperanza) of Northern Central Ameri-
ca, he now works at the Capuchin Youth and Fam-
ily Ministry Center in Garrison, New York.
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The Friar Who Invented the Future
By Warren Lewis

Peter John Olivi and I first met in 1965; he had been 
dead for only 667 years. Then it took me a scant 50 
years more—the exact number of years that Friar 
Olivi lived (1248-1298)—after first reading through 

a manuscript of his Commentary on the Book of Revelation (Lectura 
super Apocalypsim—the LSA) finally, to publish a critical edition 
of his magnum opus vitae. We have the splendid collegiality of 
Franciscan Institute Publications to thank for publication both of 
the Latin edition and its English translation. 

Next year, we shall mark the 700th anniversary of the 
condemnation of Olivi’s most famous book. Pope John XXII, 
known to Church Historians as “The heretical pope,” condemned 
the LSA, along with Olivi’s Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, 
as heretical. Pope John targeted not only Olivi’s books, but also 
their author and the author’s friends. Among them, a number of 
charismatic women known as Beguins and four tough Friars who 
went into the flames because they disagreed with the pope and 
refused to hand over their copies of Olivi’s books. Olivi had taught 
Franciscans to observe the usus pauper: to live truly and voluntarily 
a life of poverty like that of Christ and the apostles, following 
the Rule of St. Francis to the letter. The four stubborn friars and 
the fearless women met their fate proudly, defiant of the lack of 
comprehension on the part of the ecclesiastical bureaucrats. 

Olivi himself might well have met a similar fate, except 
that he had been fortunate enough to die before the Inquisition 
caught up with him. The Inquisitors did, however, catch up with 
Olivi, eventually. Among his circle of devout followers, Fr. Olivi 
had come to be remembered as “St. Peter,” and miracles were 
being reported at his tomb in the Franciscan friary in Narbonne, 
France. Olivi’s enemies had to put a stop to that! In addition to 
slaughtering his disciples, they also dug Olivi up. We do not know 
what they did with the bones.

In the 13th and 14th centuries, people sometimes tended to 
take their religion a step too far. If you disagreed with me, I would 
probably call you a heretic; if I disagreed with you, you would 
probably call me a heretic; and whichever one of us had the greater 
political power, might very well try to put a stop to the other one’s 
speaking, thinking, acting freely, and living. In those days, freedom 
of thought, speech, and conscience was only for the sturdy. Thanks 
be to God (and the 18th-century Enlightenment), we mostly don’t 
behave that way towards one another any longer—at least not in 
the Christian West. One of the causes of the greater scope for 
freedom of conscience that we enjoy today, and a Church now 
defined more by love and less by law, is Peter John Olivi himself 
and his naughty book. The friar had been right, the pope was 
wrong, and the friar had foreseen a better future for us all.

The Book of Revelation, the last book of the New Testament, 
is a book about history and the future; Olivi’s LSA, 20 years in 
the writing, a career-long study of that Revelation, is also a book 
about history and the future. What was it, then, that Olivi had 
seen in history, and what was it that he could see ahead in the 
future, that so shook the foundations of the early 14th-century 
ecclesiastical power structure that they would gladly have killed 

him? Looking back over the intervening 700 years, we can more 
easily understand what the revelation that Olivi had seen, but that 
his contemporaries were unable to grasp. Olivi, it turns out, has 
proved to be a “true prophet,” and as Jesus himself had said long 
before, “They kill the prophets.”

True Son of St. Francis

Olivi became a member of the Franciscan Order when he was 
only 12 years old. A bright lad, he would be educated in Franciscan 
schools (Béziers, Montpellier), and attend the University of 
Paris as a student there in the Franciscan House, the Studium 
Generale. Thereafter, he would teach in Franciscan schools, the 
Studia Ordinis, at least in Montpellier, Florence, and Narbonne. 
During travel to Italy, he would become acquainted with friars 
who had known some of St. Francis’s socii, the saint’s original 
twelve disciples. First, last, and always, Olivi was a Franciscan, 
and, indeed, an utterly loyal and devout one, and a good Catholic, 
as well. The centerpiece of all his thinking and writing, prayer and 
action was the gospel of Christ as restored in the life and teaching 
of St. Francis, and in the saint’s practice of perfect evangelical 
poverty. The ultimate proof of the miracle of Francis’s life—Olivi 
never doubted it—was Francis’s death: God himself crowned his 
gifts to Francis by imposing upon his flesh the lethal wounds that 
Christ had suffered on the cross. No mere “saint’s legend.” It had 
really happened.

The Making of an Apocalyptic Theologian

Olivi grew up during a time when, and in a region where, 
everyone speculated about eschatology—a set of “last things” 
expected at the end of time: arrival of the antichrist, the form 
a public or political antichrist might take, the “second coming,” 
whether Christ would reign on earth for a thousand years, and 
what would become of the Jews? Olivi’s own Franciscan Order 
was as taken up with these concerns, as anyone else in the 13th 
century: Islam threatening from the south, the Mongols invading 
from the east, and anti-Christian heresy flourishing all around—
Olivi lived in Apocalyptic times.

When Olivi went to the University of Paris—the greatest 
Christian school of the era—he came under the influence of 
Bonaventure, the most famous Franciscan teacher of the age. As 
Bonaventure’s “graduate assistant” (in today’s academic lingo), 
Olivi did a bit of undercover work at the university: He listened 
in on certain professors of the arts faculty who were spouting 
Averroistic Aristotelianism. Olivi reported to Bonaventure that 
these professors were doing the work of the very devil at the 
brain center of the Christian world. Skeptical philosophers were 
corrupting the minds and morals of the Church’s future leaders, 
teachers, and intellectuals by teaching a version of the philosophy 
of the great Aristotle, as interpreted by his Muslim commentator, 
Averroës. Even the bright young star, Thomas Aquinas, had fallen 
into their trap.

Among other errors, the Latin Averroists taught that the 
world had neither beginning nor end; that God cannot do anything 
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“new;” that literally everyone shares in the same spiritual oversoul 
(the so-called “agent intellect”); that we are not individually free 
to make our own choices; that, therefore, all morality is merely 
cultural conditioning—and a good deal more. Worst of all, 
in Olivi’s view, this philosophical influence tended to corrupt 
evangelical perfection as taught, practiced, and approved by St. 
Francis. So grave a threat did Olivi conceive Latin Averroism to 
be, he attacked it in eschatological terms, calling it the “mystical 
antichrist.” In 1270, when Etienne Tempier, the Bishop of Paris, 
condemned several theses of the Parisian Averroists (including 
some of Aquinas’s notions), Olivi, thanks to Bonaventure’s use 
of what Olivi had uncovered, saw the useful outcome of his 
philosophical espionage.

To continue his struggle against the mystical antichrist, Olivi 
undertook a massive study of an amazing book, the Concordia of 
the Old and New Testaments, by Joachim of Fiore (1135-1202), 
a prophetic mind that had caught the fascination of Christians 
and Jews alike. Since his teen years at school in Béziers, Olivi 
had been hearing about the prophecies of Joachim, so in 1279, 
and now a Bible professor in the Studium Ordinis where he 
himself had studied, Olivi got serious about Joachim. The results 
of that thorough post-grad study would later be incorporated in 
the Prologue of Olivi’s LSA, the longest and most thorough essay 
on how to understand the Book of Revelation up to Olivi’s time. 

Among Joachim’s many influences on Olivi’s thinking, we 
can number the concept of three world ages throughout human 
history: the Age of the Father, Age of the Son, and Age of the 
Holy Spirit. Olivi also adapted Joachim’s main hermeneutical 
principle, that is to say, Joachim’s primary approach to the 
understanding of scripture: concordia. According to Joachim—
and then according to Olivi, who restated many of Joachim’s 
principles more clearly than even Joachim had done—Christian 
history concords with the prophetic history of the Jews in the Old 
Testament. 

Olivi spelled out this concordia in literally dozens of ways, 
demonstrating that the seven stages of Christian history 
conform to multiples of other sevens in the Old Testament 
and the Book of Revelation: the seven churches of Asia, seven 
Apocalyptic trumpets, seven bowls of God’s wrath, the seven 
sacraments, the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit, the seven major 
wars of the Jews, the seven braids of Samson’s hair—you name 
it! Olivi could make meaning out of any “seven” in Scripture—on 
and on, sevens upon sevens. 

Once more, still building on Joachim, Olivi elaborated 
what he called the “superabundant” hermeneutic of Scripture: 
that each bit of Scripture, or numbered item in each set of 
seven, can have more than one literal (by which Olivi meant 
“principal”) meaning. Olivi preferred to say “principal” 
because, as he pointed out, a truly literal interpretation of 
much of the Book of Revelation is not even possible: locusts like 
war horses with human faces and women’s hair? Red dragons 
belching floods of water to overwhelm Mother Church? All 
those angels acting like humans, and humans doing the work 
of angels? Olivi knew that the Apocalypse had to be interpreted 
mysterialiter (symbolically), if it were to be understood at all. 
Not only in the LSA but also in a number of his other biblical 
commentaries, Olivi applied the Apocalyptic concepts that he 
had learned from Joachim. The Gospels of Matthew and John 
turned out to be as Apocalyptic as the Apocalypse itself, and so 
did the Book of Job, understood mysterialiter.

St. Francis in the Book of Revelation

Behind the symbol of Apocalyptic angels, Olivi discovered St. 
Francis himself prophesied in the Book of Revelation. This idea was 
not original with Olivi: He had heard Bonaventure apply Rev. 10 
to Francis; but, what Bonaventure had suggested metaphorically, 
Olivi took it literally. 

Using this passage in concordia with others, Olivi developed an 
entire Franciscology in parallel with standard Christology. Olivi 
believed that St. Francis had been, in fact, the “Second advent of 
Christ in spirit.” As Bernard of Clairvaux had once said, there were 
to be three advents of Christ: the first in the flesh, the second in 
spirit, and the third in judgment. As the Second Coming, Francis 
would do everything that Christ had done, and more. 

Consistent with the many details of his Christology of 
Francis, Olivi expanded his system into a full Franciscatology as 
well—an eschatology of the future Francis: Olivi speculated on 
the possibility that Francis might eventually rise again and rule 
the perfected Franciscan Order of the future. Indeed, without 
going into particulars, Olivi suggested that Francis, in the future, 
might rule spiritually as the pontiff of the universal church and 
that he might rule the world spiritually as the novus dux, the “new 
leader” of Christian civilization. 

Two Churches: the Carnal and the Spiritual

The Church had needed the Second Coming in Francis just 
as the fallen world had needed the First Advent in Jesus: Just 
as Old Testament religion of the law had grown old and could 
not save, so also the Carnal Church of the fifth stage had grown 
sinful with worldly wealth, greed, simony, pride, arrogance, and 
other failures of bad Christians, and as well as—thanks, now, to 
the mystical antichrist—false doctrine and heresy. The church had 
become entangled with the ages-old sinfulness of world history, 
from the beginning through the paganism and idolatry of Rome 
and the legalism of late-normative Judaism. The Church of Rome, 
Olivi judged, which once had been Peter’s see and the ark of safety 
for Christendom, was now incorrigibly corrupt “from head to toe” 
and doomed to destruction. 

God, therefore, was about to reject the old Carnal Church of 
the fifth stage in favor of a new Spiritual Church of the sixth and 
seventh stages, just as he had rejected “the synagogue” in favor of 
the Early Church of the first stage. Francis had come in the spirit 
of Christ to restore the church to the evangelical perfection of 
the first stage of Christ and the apostles. The Church of St. Peter, 
and its works-righteousness, must now give way to a Church of 
St. John, an equally apostolic church, but a better one: a church 
of grace and charismatic gifts, contemplation, and spiritual 
understanding. Writing in 1297, Olivi said that the old Church 
was already so bad—and things were getting worse and worse—
that faithful people must remove themselves from it, spiritually. 
The time would come when the forces of the great (public, 
political) antichrist would besiege Christian Rome. Just before 
her collapse, the voice of an angel would sound, telling faithful 
people to “come out and be separate!” bodily, as well as spiritually, 
as Christians had fled Jerusalem in 70 A.D., just before the pagan 
Roman army had destroyed the Holy City.

After the fall of the corrupt Church, the New Bride of Christ, 
the perfected church of the seventh stage, would rise glorious, a 
reflection on earth of the beatific condition of the saints in heaven. 
Purged of sin, filled with the grace and gifts of the Holy Spirit, 
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spotless in her observance of evangelical perfection, the new 
church would be a community of experiential spiritual knowledge, 
not of book-learning and theological disputation, and of palpable 
joy, interpersonal acquaintance with God, tasting and savoring 
God’s goodness, hearing and feeling God’s heavenly music: “God 
is himself a harp.” 

Olivi and the Jews

Olivi lived in a time of raw anti-Jewishness that was already 
well on its way to becoming the anti-Semitism of the German 
Third Reich centuries later. The Church itself, gathered in her 
synods of bishops, passed anti-Jewish restrictions that increasingly 
and relentlessly harried the Jews beyond endurance. Christians 
burned Jewish books, stoned Jews during Holy Week, stole their 
money and property, drove them out of Christian countries, and 
insulted them in every way imaginable by circulating fake news 
and various libels about alleged Jewish atrocities. Olivi saw all of 
this hostility, he foresaw the persecution and martyrdom of the 
Jews towards which it tended, and he utterly rejected it.

Different from most other people like him, Olivi became 
acquainted and conversant with actual Jews. He learned from 
Jews themselves their arguments against Christian ideas, and he 
developed a humane sympathy for Jews of the Diaspora in their 
affliction by history and their disappointment of unrealized hopes. 
More than that, he found their piety, morality, good works, grace 
of the Holy Spirit, devout feelings, virtue, righteousness, mercy, 
spirituality, eventual martyrdom, even their evangelical perfection, 
and especially their music to be evident proofs of their divine 
election. In his commentary on Romans 9-11, Olivi spelled out 
God’s unrelenting, predetermined choice of Israel, their election 
to divine favor shared with gentiles through faith in Christ. 

Olivi believed that he had discovered the eschatological 
Jews prophesied in Rev. 7 and 14, the “144,000 followers of 
the Lamb from the Twelve Tribes of Israel.” Olivi upended the 
traditional understanding of these passages: Before Olivi, many 
had said that the 144,000 were “spiritual Jews,” i.e., not Jews at all, 
but Christians. No, said Olivi, they are to be real Jews who will 
become special friends of Jesus, indeed, the Household Guard of 
the Messiah, formed up as the “Order of Elijah,” to protect gentile 
Christians from the assault of the great antichrist, a missionary 
Order of preachers who will help to convert the rest of the gentile 
world to Christ, and who will bring the remnant of Israel back to 
God and to the Messiah at the End of Days. This event would be 
that which St. Paul had prophesied in Rom. 11: “...all Israel shall 
be saved.” 

The final turning of Israel to God would take place only after 
the prophesied return of Elijah and the other witness, and after the 
death of the great antichrist. During this time, God’s headquarters 
on earth would probably revert from Rome back to Jerusalem, the 
history of the church having come full circle. The glorious church 
of the seventh stage would again become a single flock under the 
one Shepherd, comprising both Jews and gentiles. No one since 
the first century had seen the Jews through God’s eyes of grace 
and election the way that Olivi saw them. If European Christians 
had read Olivi’s LSA more carefully, and believed what they read, 
the Jewish Holocaust need never have happened.

Was Olivi Merely Crazy—or Crazy Smart?

Olivi wrote the last pages of the LSA late in 1297. Full of 

hope, he said that the seventh stage of the church (the Third World 
Age of the Spirit), would probably begin in 1300 and should last 700 
years (an appropriate number of years for the Holy Spirit). This is 
the only definite date in God’s timetable that Olivi set in the entire 
LSA. That brings us to the year 2000; but, Olivi had built in some 34 
years of wiggle room, never a prophetic spirit to insist upon dates too 
specifically. Thus we are now, still, barely within the time-frame that 
Olivi foresaw for the future history of the church, and so we are ready 
for the next great “new” event. 

Both the collapse of the Carnal Church and the Jewish Holocaust 
that Olivi foresaw are now behind us. Militant Islam is rising all 
around us, bidding to become perhaps either the great antichrist or 
Gog and Magog (a kind of third antichrist, according to Joachim). 
We now have an angelic pope named Francis on the papal throne of 
a multiply reformed church that is significantly more spiritual than 
was the church of John XXII in the 14th century or the church of the 
Renaissance Popes in the 15th century. Beyond the Church of Rome, a 
large number of other churches are “new” in Olivi’s sense of an ecclesia 
spiritualis: charismatic, “praise churches,” simple hierarchies of “leaders 
and followers,” looking forward with joy to the next coming of the 
Lord. 

Is Olivi’s prophecy of the future church—more or less—coming 
to pass, or are these details merely coincidental? The Jews returned to 
the Land in 1948, and so to God; but, they have not yet acknowledged 
Jesus in terms of any messianic claims. Neither has Elijah yet returned 
to rally the 144,000 “followers of the Lamb” nor has the great antichrist 
been slain. What happens next, only time will tell. Meanwhile, in Peter 
John Olivi, we may honor a faithful Franciscan with his eye on the 
future, his ear to the ground, and his heart in his Bible. Olivi said that 
our destiny is safely in God’s hands, and even though evil itself shall 
rise to assault the elect, all will be well, and all shall be very well.

Warren Lewis studied at Abilene Christian Uni-
versity, Harvard Divinity School, the Pontifical 
Institute of Medieval Studies (Toronto), and the 
University of Tübingen. While completing this 
critical edition and its English translation, he was 
a Visiting Scholar at the Medieval Institute (the 
University of Notre Dame), and then at Harvard 
Divinity School.  In 2015, the highly anticipated 
Lectura super Apocalypsum was published by 
Franciscan Institute Publications.  The English 
translation will be published in May 2017.
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From the Bookshelf

“Gathering Shards, A Franciscan Life,” 
by Murray Bodo

Reviewed by Dan Riley, OFM 

One of the truly authentic and perennial voices 
alive and speaking with us from within our 
Franciscan family today is Murray Bodo. 
Murray, baptized Lewis, is a humble voice 

of great strength and a particularly resonant voice; his 
life’s journey, his work, his thoughtfulness and artistry, his 
theology, and his Christology echo with our time and with 
the very place in the earth where he grew up. Indeed his book, 
“Gathering Shards; A Franciscan Life,” has the multiple tonal 
and colored variations of the high desert, moving from page to 
page through different times in his life, offering up the various 
people who influenced him and the different “stages” in his 
personal and faith development. Murray takes us deep into his 
life which is a fertile desert which blossoms and continues to 
be fruitful for all of us.

Many who will read this book —and I hope many do—
will be sisters and brothers of Murray’s who made pilgrimages 
and retreats with him and found his guidance and mentoring, 
his companionship and conferences especially rich for them 
in their own particular journeys. Possibly you have, over time, 
read books of his poetry or have enjoyed one of his articles, 
or have been blessed to be in his company and receive the 
beautiful that he comments on as a particular aspect of his 
ministry on the streets of Assisi. Not captured on the cover 
photo, his smile is a particularly warm and welcome one and 
in itself proclaims, “The good news of Jesus Christ.” The 
Franciscan delight in the incarnation— “without gloss” —as 
St. Francis would ask for our lives, helps us to see the glory of 
every day and is a gift of Murray. 

As I entered further into Murray’s narrative, drinking in 
the quiet stillness and a slow movement, I felt the desert and 
its own pace. The place of Murray’s life, and where he opens 
and closes this book, is the desert of New Mexico. One has 
the sense, at least I did, of how the desert is alive for Murray 
and continues to blossom for him even when he is not there. 
I have been there to see its flowers in springtime, but I know 
it has blossomed, especially in our native peoples who found 
it as their home—and still do —and others who journeyed 
there and found within some particular parts of the desert a 
landscape and inscape, and as Murray knows, a Christ-scape—
rather than an escape; truly a perennial, forever youthful, the 
author leads us to lessons of how to enter more fully into our 
life even when we might want to escape. 

This biography is written at times in a wonderfully 
down-to-earth way within a particularly pleasing, and I found 
somewhat unusual, with the entrance of others into Murray’s 

life that has him share 
their biographies with 
us as well. Friends of 
his, they become guests 
he hosts in this book, 
and we come to know 
him as we come to know 
about their lives. Telling 
the story of a few key 
people who have been a 
part of his life, persons 
who have influenced 
him both by their art 
and spirit, continue 
to form and inform 
Murray. And so he 
brings their influence to 
us as well, the readers of 
his beautiful biography. 
In doing this, he shows 
himself again—and again 
and again—as a Franciscan. He lends to us the richness of 
others, not holding them to himself, for himself, rather, sharing 
them as “members” of one family (St. Francis of Assisi).

Every step in every moment moves to a largeness of 
giving and offering and when we take time, as Murray did, we 
want to speak to some of the people who shaped and formed 
our lives—our life is not only about our life, Murray lets us 
know as he shares his life. It is very much about how we are 
shaped and formed by a landscape of the world and people 
who we walk with and who walk with us. Noting inscape as 
well, as he reflects on Christology, he helps us hear another 
great poet, Gerard Manley Hopkins, as he brings us back into 
our own Franciscan tradition, our Christ-centered cosmology 
which has been, at times, lost or submerged in other more 
dominant traditions. Murray’s theology is another gift of this 
autobiography. Murray, in his own faith walk, helps us hear 
and feel, begin to reclaim our lively Franciscan spirituality, 
spiritual theology, our evangelical outreach to the world.

He gives an especially beautiful portrait of his parents at 
different times in their lives, both when he was with them and 
away. As an only child his memories have a special poignancy, 
and sometimes sadness about them, as he recalls how his 
vocation removed him from his parent’s life at an early time 
and moved him from their land to other cities, places, and 
people. His portrait of them and that time—included in this 
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book in a wonderful way—photographs his family and others; 
we have a chance to have a sense of his parents who were hard-
working people, and reflected on America’s history at a time 
when they had settled and were working and raising their son. 
His sense of the poverty of the Southwest and the hard work 
of people who were making a living there—and do today—
was told gently and with understanding, offering us important 
wisdom for a time when values seem to have shifted for many 
of us. He holds and reflects the Franciscan value of manual 
labor, the nobility of working with our hands, and working 
hard for one’s family.

Again, I don’t remember any other autobiography I have 
read that is so full of other biographical entries, and this 
tells us a lot about Murray. He understands himself as a man 
whose life lives the influence of others through him and his 
own growth and development. He takes us “backstage” in 
the development and exploration of some of his wonderful 
poetry as it came to the point of being published. I can feel the 
growth of Murray as a poet, as well as a friar, as a priest, and as 
a wonderful companion of others on the journey, be it in Italy, 
Assisi, or here in the states and in classrooms over time.

His understanding of himself as an educator, I feel, was so 
real and so true, particularly as a Franciscan educator. He has 
no bounds or boundaries on the classroom but understands 
the relational motion of learning that is critical for all teachers 
and institutions of education today. As with this whole 
autobiography, this insight emerges easily and simply. He does 
not push the point, but for me it was there, and it ’s one of the 
things I have taken away to consider and hopefully apply my 
own life. 

My only regret, as I am a very visual person, is that the 
photo on the cover seems to be a particularly severe portrait 
of our friar friend, Murray Bodo. I don’t know that this is 
offers us a fuller sense of this man who I, and possibly you, 
have met along the way. He speaks in his biography about 
his practice of smiling upon those, smiling with those, that 
he meets on a path or along the way—particularly walking in 
Assisi. This very non-patronizing way of sharing the quiet joy 
and comfort is a somewhat counterpoint to what we picture 
on the cover—do not let the cover put you off, but pursue 
Murray in these pages that have a quiet light about them, that 
opens and unfolds in broad, gentle, subtle vistas of leading us 
into the life of a man who truly knows and loves God in the 
flesh, in the world, and manifested so wonderfully in art and 
in others. 

Dan Riley, OFM, entered the Franciscan Fri-
ars after studies in biology at St. Bonaventure 
University. As a Friar most of his life has been 
spent in the spiritual formation of youth, the dis-
cernment of their call to leadership and service, 
and retreat ministry among religious and laity 
both nationally and internationally. A founding 
member of Mt. Irenaeus, Franciscan Mountain 
Retreat, he and his brothers live an open and 
gregarious contemplative life in the foothills of 
the Allegany mountains.
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Secular Franciscans and Islam 
By Don Watkins, OFS

The St. Irenaeus and St. Bonaventure Secular 
Franciscan fraternities had a unique opportunity 
to attend a lecture titled, “Islam: A Catholic-
Franciscan Perspective.” Fr. Michael Calabria, 

OFM, director of the Center for Arab and Islamic Studies at 
St. Bonaventure University, spent nearly two hours lecturing 
our fraternities and answering our questions about this timely 
topic. Our fraternity had been discussing an article that 
appeared on the Franciscan Action Network website. The 
article referred to a recently released study from The Bridge 
Initiative at Georgetown University, which stated that, “Most 
American Catholics do not personally know a Muslim and 
most do not have a good understanding of Islam as a religion.” 
The report found that, “Nearly half of Catholics can’t name any 
similarities between Catholicism and Islam or say explicitly 
that there are no commonalities.” 

After sharing this article with our fraternity, our vice 
minister, Betty Hooker, OFS, suggested that we take steps to 
acquaint our fraternity with Islam. We approached Fr. Michael, 
and he graciously agreed to present. Fr. Michael said that it 
was an interesting correlation that Catholic publications, that 
viewed Pope Francis positively, also tended to view Islam 
positively and that those publications who were not favorable 
to Pope Francis tended to view Islam negatively. He also said 
that most Catholic bookstores seem to sell highly questionable 
books about Islam, but he said that is also true of other 
bookstores as well. Through his talk we gained an appreciation 
of the many intersections of Jewish, Christian, and Islamic 
faith. Fr. Michael told us that he wanted to dispel the myth 
that Christians and Muslims have been at “each other’s throats” 
since time immemorial. He said that while various Muslims 
and Christians have been involved in wars with each other, the 
same can be said for Christians fighting other Christians and 
Muslims fighting each other. 

He talked of his early interest in Islam, which began when 
he was an Egyptology student at Johns Hopkins University, 
he was on a trip to Egypt with his professor in 1981, and how 
this experience evolved into an academic interest. His first 
encounter with Islam came with the call to prayer early in the 
day while he was there. Muslims pray five times a day. The 
prayer begins, ”God is the most great.” He said that contrary 
to popular belief, “Not everyone drops to the floor,” but you 
do see that in some places. Fr. Michael equated Jesus’ words, 
“Do this in remembrance of me,” with this call to worship. We 
are invited to bring God into our consciousness. This call to 
worship five times a day was the result of a bargain between 
God and Moses. He said that Moses is the most frequently 
mentioned prophet in the Quran. Islam shares most of the 
prophets from the Jewish and Christian traditions. He drew 
a contrast between Western church architecture is designed to 
“shut out the world” so that people could focus on the altar.” 
In a mosque, the focus is on what lies beyond the walls of the 
mosque. This outward orientation is because the focus is on 

the universe where everything is taken to be a sign of God’s 
presence. Fr. Michael saw this as parallel to the spirituality 
of St. Francis which sees all creation as brother and sister. 
Although we sit, rise, and kneel in our prayer, Fr. Michael said 
that, “Islamic prayer is a more fully embodied prayer.” When 
the person who is at the lowest point of the prayer, with their 
head on the ground, that is when they glorify God and also ask 
for forgiveness. Before praying, Muslims perform ablutions, 
which are a way of ritually preparing yourself for prayer, which 
is very similar to the Hebrew practices in the Bible. 

In a mosque there is an architectural convention called 
“The Niche,” which directs a person toward Mecca, which is 
the holy city. We have a similar structure called the apse in 
Christian churches where the altar is placed and that serves 
much the same purpose to direct our attention. Fr. Michael 
shared about Muslim pilgrimage of Hajj and the prayer 
directed to the Kaaba,which is believed to have been the house 
of worship built by Adam and rebuilt by Abraham and his 
son. The Kaaba is the primordial center of their worship. No 
matter where Muslims are in the world, their prayer is directed 
toward it. 

Fr. Michael also told us that another significant aspect of 
Islam is the practice of almsgiving which is computed to 2.5 
percent of your annual earnings. Significantly, in the Quran, 
almsgiving is always mentioned with prayer. Regular prayer 
and regular charity are believed to bless those who practice 
this. In other words, prayer alone is not enough. It must be 
accompanied by almsgiving too. My relationship with God must 
find itself expressed in my relationship with others, particularly 
the poor. This is the message of the Hebrew prophets, and it 
is the message of Jesus and the message of Islam as well. Our 
relationship with God in all three religions is expressed in our 
relationship with the most vulnerable in our society. 

He drew the contrast between our Catholic fasting and 
ritual fasting that Muslims practice during Ramadan. Fasting 
in Islam is much more rigorous. Nothing passes your lips either 
water or food from sunup to sundown. Because the Islamic 
calendar is lunar, the time of Ramadan changes each year. 
Sometimes, when Ramadan falls during the summer months, 
this could result in 14 or 15-hour days of fasting. Fr. Michael 
says that this fasting re-orients one to God. He said, “Every 
time you hear your stomach grumble or your tongue stick to 
the roof of your mouth this can reorient you to God.” He also 
said, that while fasting in Ramadan is much more rigorous 
than Lent, it is a much lighter time than Lent and more like 
Christmas for them. This is because during those night hours 
during Ramadan, Muslims meet, eat and, celebrate. This ritual 
fasting in Islam, like our own in Christianity, is to turn your 
attention to the remembrance of God. One of the symbols of 
Ramadan are little tin lamps that people hang outside their 
home or hang outside their businesses this symbolizes the light 
of the Quran, which was originally revealed during the month 
of Ramadan. Fr. Michael drew our attention to our own practice 
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of candles in Advent wreaths before Christmas. He shared that 
Muslims believe in one God, as do Christians and Jews. He 
said, “This is the God of Abraham, the God of Moses, and the 
God of Jesus. He dispelled the common belief that Allah is a 
different God by showing us an Arabic Christian Bible where 
God is referred to as Allah. In fact, he said, that Allah is the 
word that Arab Christians use when they refer to God. 

He said that while we have different theologies, we share 
many common beliefs. He said if we want to understand 
how Muslims relate to Christians, it is very similar to how 
we Christians relate to Jews. Muslims see their faith as 
a fulfillment of the promises of its two predecessors. For 
Muslims, what is revealed in the Quran is a fulfillment of 
all that went before. He said, “For Christians, Jesus is most 
immanent in the Christ.” For Muslims, everything in creation 
reflects the in-dwelling of God. 

Fr. Michael cited one of his favorite passage from the 
Quran to illustrate the closeness of God to all creation. “And 
indeed We have created man, and We know whatever thoughts 
his inner self develops, and We are closer to him than (his) 
jugular vein.” In other words, God is closer than the veins in 

one’s neck. For Muslims, this is the immanence of God. Fr. 
Michael said, “For Muslims, God has spoken to humanity in 
the Torah, in the psalms of David, the Gospel of Jesus Christ, 
and, finally, in the Quran.” They see their faith as a fulfillment 
of all that has gone before. Fr. Michael had us spellbound for 
almost two hours. Everyone from our two fraternities emerged 
with a much fuller understanding of our common Abrahamic 
roots and an appreciation for nuances and intersections of our 
faiths. We are grateful to Fr. Michael Calabria for his time, 
eloquence, and scholarship. 

Don Watkins, OFS, is a professed Secular Fran-
ciscan since 2002 and currently serving as Frater-
nity Minister for the St. Irenaeus Fraternity and 
also serving as the JPIC animator for the St. Kat-
eri Tekakwitha Region of the Secular Franciscan 
Fraternity. He currently co-teaches an after-school 
robotics class at St. Bonaventure University which 
encourages girls to enter STEM careers. He vol-
unteers at The Warming House, Catholic Charities 
Food Pantry in Franklinville, New York.
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